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Se'nsor networks are euent driuen networks and reliable euent d,etectzo,n at the si,nk
(sink i,s usec| to 'inject a query znto the 'network and recetue the sensecL clata from the
source) i,s based on the collectiue i,nformation prouzded by muLtiple nocles, known as the
source. The euent reli,abzlity i,s def,ned as the number of data packets ,with the sens'ing
i'nforrnat'ion colLected by the sinlt per second. Due to large i,nformati,on reclu'nd"ancy from
the source, protocoLs offerinq total end-to-end reti,abili,ty may transm'it more rlata pack-
ets than necessar'lj for reli,able euent detection. Th'is situation i,s 'not deszrable s'ince each
node'is equipped with a battery and has a fi,red li,feti,me. Hence, by effir:ientLy managing
the power usage of these sensor nodes, the ti,fetime of the whole sensor netzuork can be

tncreased. Since sensor nodes are equ'ipped w'ith li,mited buffer space, the n,etwork rnay be

ouerloaded when a Large amount of data is trans.ferred form source to si,nk, gi,ui,ng rise to
congestion zn the network and thereby reducing the euent reliabiti,ty obserued at the sznk.
In order to analyze the effect of congestion'in a sensor network, I haue si,mulatecl a wire-
Less sensor network with fini,te buffers operat'ing on Bluetooth technolog'y. Tlt,e si,mulated
network was tested wi,thout anA congesti,on auoidance or power lnanagernent algori,thms.
The obtazned resu,lts were clearLy showi,ng the effects of congestion s,uch as d,ata packet
drop rates, end-to-end delays and reduced throughput in the szmulated network.

In order to alLeuzate the aboue menti,oned problerns due to congestion, i,n the network,
energA efficient congestion control aLgori,thms ha'ue been deszgned. These aLgori,thms op-
erate hy forc'ing the sensor nodes at the source to operate in a power sauing mod,e based,
on the obserued euent reliabi,li,ty at the si,nk. The fi,rst algortthm keeps the whole networlc
wi'thi'n the acceptable range of packet Losses usi,ng the mi,ni,maL sLaue actiuity. In thzs case
so1trce piconets use the i,nformation measured at the si,nk in order to regulate the actzui,ty
of the slaues. The second algorr.thm mai,nta'ins the required (fired) euent reLiabil,ity at the
sink uszng m'inimal slaue actzuzty. It uses pre-calculated acti,uzty uaLues obtained from the
analyticaL and simulat'ion rnodels of the network. The euent reli,abi,Lzty obtai.ned at the
sznk, the bridge buffer loss rates, the end-to-end delays and the throughput are analgzed
for power-controlled pi,conets with'in the sensor scatternet. After anaLyzi,ng the obta'ined,
result.s I conclude that the desi,gned aLgori,thrns si,gni,fi,cantly reduce congestzon and, source-
to-sink deLays, wh'ile mi,ni,rn'izzng packet Losses due to fini,te buffers i,n the bri,dqe nod"es.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A wireless sensor network consists of a number of wireless sensor nocles spread across a

geographical location. These networks are mainiy used for event cletection ancl reporting;

for exarnple, monitoring the levels of humidity in a building [3]. R.ecent ¿rclvances in inte-

gratecl chip production technology have made embedding onboarcl compute'r,tion, wireless

communication, and sensing in a single tiny chip possible. These tiny chips are known as

Wireless Integrated Network Sensors (WINS) [3]. Using WINS, it is possible to clevelop

low-cost, low-power, ancl multi-functional sensor nodes. A sensor node can communicate,

coorclinate, and process clata and hence, has modernized inform¿-rtion gathering for a given

sensing task. Wireless sensor networks have a wide variety of erpplications and can wolk

in hostile environments. The ability of computing, communicating ancl decislon making,

helps in analyzing a real-time application. The concept of micro-sensing and wireless

connection of these nodes promises many new application areas [3] Broadly speaking,

sensor network applications are classified in four categories they are: Environmental and

Agricultural observations, Health applications, Military applications, Home applications,

Office and Automobile applications. Sensor networks can be usecl to prevent the effects

of fire hazard in industrial and home locations, tracking and monitoring doctor and pa-

tients inside a hospital [3]. Wireless sensor networks have been used in various operations

such as surveillance, exploration, communication, intelligence etc. Some of the military

applications of sensor networks are battlefield surveillance, monitoring friendly forces,

estimating the battle damage, biological and chemical attack detection [3]. Most of the

1



CHRpron 1. INrRooucrroN

above-mentionecl applications of sensor networks involve transfer of sensecl clata (irnages)

periodically observecl ¿rt bhe phenomenon.

Sensor networks ¿rre rnacle up of many tiny sensor nodes, which are densely deployed

near the site of event occllrrence [3]. Nodes in a wireless sensor network possess lirnitecl

power, computational catpability, ancl memory [41]. When sensor networks are put into

operation in hostile environments, node failures may occllr. Failure of the node rnay be

due to loss of battery, external disturbances, or physical damages. \,Vhen a nocle is out of

order due to physical clamage or lack of power, neighboring nodes surrouncling the failecl

node should take over its sensing task. Hence, waking up additional nodes and re-routing

of the data around the failecl node is necessary. Since sensor networks transport clifferent

types of traffic, from simple periodic reports to unpredictable bursts of messages triggered

by events that are being sensed, The limited buffer size of a node, affects the ability of

the network to hanclle this transient bursts of traffic. Hence, a constant monitoring of

loss rates at the buffers and congestion notification is necessary.

Whenever we reqttire some data from the network, a query is injected into the network

from a sensor node, known as the sink. The sink propagates the query throughout the

network. When a rnatch for the query is rnade by a grotip of nodes (called the source),

the required actions in response to the query are performed by the source. The clata

obtained by the source is processed and sent back to the sink. The process of finding

a match for the query is called event detection and the process of collecting clata and

sending it back to the sink is known as data aggregation t3]

Since sensor networks are mainly used for event detection tasks, the rate at which

data is propagated from source node to sink must be high enough to obtain the clesired

event reliability R (R is the number of data packets required per second for reliable event

detection at the sink) l2l For reliable event detection using minimal resources, the

packet loss aiong the path from source to the sink has to be minimized. Some of the

main factors to be considered in a sensor network are packet loss due to congestion and

the power consumption in order to retransmit the lost packets.

Some of the main features for a sensor network are:

o Ensuring high reliabiìity by combining information from various sources,
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o Ensuring reliable transmission of data with minimal power consumption by exploit-

ing redundancy of sensed clarta,

o Dynamic change of topology when a node failure occurs, and

o Improving the perfbrmance of the sensing task by including rnultiple sensor tvpes.

Reliable event detection r-rsing minimal energ"y resources requires simultaneous achieve-

rnent of several sub-goals. Pirst, packet loss along the path from source bo the sink has to

be minimized; at the PHY layer, packets can be lost clue to noise and interferencer while

at the VIAC layer, Iosses may be incurred by collisions. (Since sensors are continuously

monitoring the environment and sending data, retransmissions of lost packets are not

necessary.) Second, packet waiting time has to be minimizecl, incìucling queuing clelays

experienced in various devices along the data path, btit also clelays clue to congestion in

the network. (Queueing delays are the responsibility of the NIAC layer, while congestion

cletection and control are performed at the transport laver.) Finally, packet propagation

should take place along the shortest paths, while avoiding congested nodes and paths;

this is the responsibility of the network layer.

The lower sub-layer of the OSI (Open Systems Interconnect) data link layer is Medium

Access Control (MAC), which acts as an interface between a node's Logical Link Control

(LLC) and the networiç's physical layer [40]. A VIAC for wireless sensor networks has

been deveioped to assist each node in deciding when and how to access the network. One

fundamental task of the VIAC protocol is to avoicl collisions so that two nodes clo not

transmit data at the same time over a single channel. lVlany types of NIAC protocols have

been developed for wireless voice and data communication networks. Typical examples

include the Time Division lVlultiple Access (TDNIA), Code Division X4ultiple Access

(CDMA), and contention-based protocois like IEEE 802.11 [40]. The IEEE 802.15 series

of standards can also be used in the IVIAC layer of a sensor network. However, IEEE

802.15.3 offers high data rate leading to higher congestion in the network. IEEtr 802.75.4

(ZigBee) is used for Ultra Low Rate PAN (Personal Area Network). Since IEEE 802.15.4

offers ultra low rate of data transfer, congestion can be avoided, but the event reliability

factor R is lowered. IEtrE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth) offers medium data rate that suits wireless
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sensor network applications [2]. Hence I ìntencled to simulate a sensor network operating

on Bluetooth technology.

Some of the other reasons t,o chose Bluetooth technologv to builcl à sensor network

are as follows: For reliable event detection using minimal energy resources, the packet

Ioss along the path from source to the sink has to be minirnizecl. This petcket loss is

affected by all the layers of protocol stack running in the sensor rietwork. At the physical

layer, packets can be lost due to the interference. Bluetooth operates in the Inclustrial,

Scientific ¿rnd Vleclical band Q.aGLIz), together with other netr,vorks such ¿rs IEtrE 802.11b

ancl IEEtr 802.i5.4 [35]; however, its use of the Frequency Hopping Spreacl Spectrum, as

opposed to the Direct Seqttence Splead Spectrum usecl by those other rretworks, makes

it highly resilient to noise and interference [33]. The raw clata late of lVlbps (3lvlbps in

some cases) and the default transmission range of 10 to 100 meters l37l make Bluetooth

networks suitable for low cost coverage of sensing areas with clia,rneter of several tens to

several hundred meters [2]. In the iVIAC layer, Bluetooth uses a TDIVIA/TDD polling

protocol where all communication is performed under control of the master. Compared

to the collision-based VIAC in IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.15.4, this ùzIAC is coliision

free and thus more energy efficient. However, the queuing delays ¿rt the briclges ancl the

bridge buffer losses (bridges are usecl to transfer data betweerr two or rnore piconets. The

issues related to the bridges are discussed in Section 2.1) are affectecl by the piconet

polling algorithm as well as by the bridge management algorithm [29]

Transport protocols provide transparent transfer of data between the end-systems

using the services of the network layer to move PDUs (Protocol Data Units) between the

source and the sink. Though numerous transport protocols have been proposed for sensor

networks, very few of them such as Directed Diffusion [18], Pump Slowly Fetch Quickly
(PSFQ) [39], Event to Sink Reiiable Transport Protocols (ESHI) [2], ancl Congestion

Detection and Avoidance (CODA) [38] suit the unique functionality of sensing a given

phenomenon by multiple sensor nodes. Alt the above mentioned protocols deal with
end-to-end (point-to-point) data transfer and have some drawbacks such as high power

consumption) resource utilization, and congestion. Hence, we need to consider them.

At the network layer, routing and transport algorithms are coupled in sensor networks
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since routing algorithnrs shouid choose clata paths which avoid congestion, u,hile conges-

tion control is normally the responsibility of the transport layer. Energy rnzrnt-r,gement is

also placecl in one of these hvo layers. In this work, we assume th¿rt routing algorithm

is choosirrg shortest perths, while congestion t-Lnd energy control are performecl together

by the same control tnech¿rnism at the transport layer. Since sensors are continuously

sending clata, packet retransrnissions are not necessary; however, minimizirrg the packet

losses (ancl improving the overall energy efficiency) requires that only a minirnal number

of slaves is kept awake in each piconet. At bhe same time, the reliability at the sink has

to meet application requirements. Therefore the main contribution of this work is the

cross-layer integration of congestion control with reli¿lbility and energy management in

the Bluetooth based sensor network.

In this thesis, as the first phase of my research, I have simulatecl a wireless sensor

network using Bluetooth at the VIAC layer. The simulated network is eqLripped lvith finite

buffers and has no congestion control or power management algorithms. The motivation

behincl this work was to analyze the effect of congestion on end-to-encl cleiays and data

packet loss in the network. Later, two sleep management algorithms are designecl based

on the outcomes obtainecl by varying the nurnber of active slaves at the source piconet,

in a wireless sensors netr,vork operating orr Bluetooth technology.

The clesign, implementation and evaluation of these algorithms on a Bluetooth-based

sensor network constitute the second phase of my research. In the simulatecl wireless

sensor network, reliability can be categorized as follows: desired event reliability, relative

event reliability and absolute event reliability. The desired reliability is defined as the

number of data packets required (in %) for reliable event detection at the sink, where

desired reliability is a user specified value which is application dependent. Relative

event reliability is defined as the number of data packets received (in %), during decision

interval f,, at the sink, where decision interval is the period of time after which the relative

event reiiabiÌity is reassessed. The absolute event reliability corresponds to the number

of packets successfully received per second at the sink. The first algorithm makes use

of relative event reliability and desirecl event reliability and the second make use of the

absolute event reliability and desired event reliability. In both of these a,lgorithms, if the
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relative event reliabiÌity (or absolute) is lower than the clesirecl reliability, then the data

packets travelling fì'otn source to sink are lost at the irrterrnecliate briclges due bo buffer

overflows (congestion) irr the network. These r-r,lgorithms try to put sorne of the solrrce

nocles to power saving mocle, thereby reducing the nurnber of packets purnpecl into t,he

network aiong the path from source to sink and avoìclirrg corrgestion anci reducing power

consumption in the entire netrvork.

The issues I intend lo adch-ess in a wireiess sensor network are reliability control,

congestion control, alrcl minimization of power consumption.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follor,vs. In Chapter 2, I present some basic

features of Bluetooth standards and its Application. In Chapter 3, a Bluetooth sc¿rtter-

net without congestion control is introduced and analyzecl. In Chapter 4, a Bluetooth

scatternet equippecl with wireless sensor network functionalities is presentecl anci the

problems related to congestion ancl power consurnption are discussed. Chapter 5 gives

an overview of various congestion control protocols emploved in sensor networks. in
Chapter 6, a sleep management algorithm is designed ancl in Chapter 7, the clesigrrecl

algorithm is appÌiecl to a sensor network and evalu¿-rtecl. In Chapter 8, a new Algorithrn

to maintain fixed reliability ¿rt the sink is introclucecl ¿rnd analysed. Chapter 9 corrclucles

the thesis. Appendix A cliscusses the implementation of the simulator.



Chapter 2

Overview of Bluetooth Standards k
its Apptication

In this chapter I present an overview of Bluetooth standard from [37] ancl its application

to wireless sensor networks.

2.L Overview of Bluetooth technology

Bluetooth is an emerging stanclard for short-range low-cost wireless connectivity for con-

sumer clevices and for Wireiess Personal Area Networks (WPANs), which enables portable

devices to connect and communicate within a short clistance. Originally designecì to

serve as a cable replacement fbr connections between computers, personal digital assis-

tants (PDA) and other devices, it has grown to become a personal area network (PAl'{)

standard whose applications have been growing over a period of time. It is a frequency

hop spread spectrum system intended for worldwide operation in the unlicensecl 2.45

GHz Industrial Scientific Vledical (ISVI) band [10] It is capable of transmitting both

voice and data, and its software stack is designed to allow lt to interface with a wide

range of applications. Communications proceeds by hopping from channel to channel in

a pseudo-random sequence at a rate of 1,600 hops per second [37] Transmitting and

receiving devices must synchronize on the same hop sequence in order to communicate.

This high hop rate and the use of short data packets make thls technology more robust

7
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than other wireless technologies that operate in the ISVI band ancl ¿rlso more imrnune to

interference from other RF sources, thereby enirance its security [11]. Witlì Bluetooth's

reducecl interference between devices, rnultiple hopping sequences can be in use in the

same physicai area, r,vhich allows mole devices to share the available bandwiclth.

Bluetooth devices are organizecl into piconets. A piconet is a network that contains

up to 255 nodes (slaves), of which only eight may be active ancl the rest rnay be in one

of the power saving modes such ¿rs: sniff rnode, hold ntode, or pnrk rnocle [3a]. Within
the eight a.ctive nodes, one node acts as the master while the rest act as slaves. The

device that inltiates a connection is consiclerecl to be the master of a piconet. All slaves

are linked together using a specific frequency-hop sequence definecl by the rnaster clevice.

in acldition) a sensor node operating on Bluetooth technology can act as ¿r slave for two

different piconets, or it can act as a master in one piconet and sl¿rve in the other [37]

2.L.1 Bluetooth Link Establishment Techniques

The Bluetooth linlc establishment protocol clescribes the set of mles by which all Blue-

tooth devices must abide in order to establish a link to communicate with one another.

In thìs thesis, I assume the the scatternet is in its full functional st¿-r,te at the beginning

and no scatternet f'ormation techniques are employed.

PAGE/INQURY Commands: If a device wishes to make a link with another clevice,

it sends out a PAGE message, if the address is known, or an inquiry followed by a page

message is sent, if it is unknown. The inquiry method requires an extra response from

bhe slave unit, since the VIAC address is unknown to the master unit [11]

2.1.2 Modes of operation

A Bluetooth device can be in any of the five following modes: Standby, Active, Sniff,

Hold and Park mode. The Sniff, Hold and Park modes are considered as the sleep or

power saving modes.
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o STANDBY Mode:

Devices not c;onnectecl iri zr piconet are in STANDBY mocle. In this mode. they

listen fbr rnessages every 1.28 seconds over 32 hop frequencies.

o ACTIVE Mode:

In the ACTIVE ntocle, the Bluetooth unit actively participates on the channeÌ

performing clata transrnission. Active slaves listen in the master-to-sla.ve slots for

packets. If an active slave is not addressecl, it may sleep until the next rrer,v master

transmission.

o SNIFF Mode:

Devices synchronizec'l to a piconet can enter power-saving mocles in which clevice

activity is lowerecl. In the SNIFF mode, a slave device listens to the piconet at

reduced rate, thus reclucing its duty cycle. The SNIFF interv¿rl is prograrnmable

and depencls on the zrpplication. It has the highest duty cycle (least power efficient)

of all 3 power saving modes.

HOLD Mode:

Devices synchronizecl to a piconet can enter power-saving modes in which clevice

activity is lowered. The master unit can put slave units into HOLD mocle or the

Slave units can also demand to be put into HOLD mode, a holcl mocle can be

establishecl, during rvhich no data is transmitted. The hold mode is typically used

when connecting several piconets or managing low-power devices. Data transfer

restarts instantly when units transition out of HOLD mode. It has an intermediate

duty cycie (medium pov/er efficient) of the 3 power saving modes.

PARK Mode:

In the PARK mode, a device is still synchronized to the piconet but does not

participate in the traffic. Parked devices have given up their VIAC address and

occasional listen to the traffic of the master to re-synchronize and check on broad-

cast messages. It has the lowest duty cycle (power efficiency) of all 3 power saving

modes.
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ACCESS CODE

Figure 2.1: General packet format [37]

2.1.3 Packet Format

72 b¡ts 54 bits

Each packet consists of 3 entities, the access code, the heacler, and the payloacl. The

general basic rate data packet format is shown Figure 2.1.

HEADER

o Access Code: Access cocle are used for timing synchronization, offset com.pens¿ì-

tion, paging ancl incluiry. There are three clifferent types of Access code: Channel

Access Code (CAC), Device Access Code (DAC) and Inquìry Access Cocle (IAC).

The channel access cocle iclentifies a uniqne piconet while the DAC is usecl for

paging and its responses. IAC is used for inquiry plrrpose.

o Ffeader: The heacler contains information for pzrcket acknowledgement, paclcet

numbering f'or out-of-order packet reordering, flow control, slave acldress ancl error

check for header.

0 - 2745 bits

PAYLOAD

o Payload: The packet pavload can contain either voice field, data field or both. If
it has a data field, the payload will also contain a payload header.

10

2.I.4 Bluetooth Packet Types for SCO and ACL Links

The physical links set up by a Bluetooth piconet determine the packet types used to

transmit data. Currently, the Bluetooth standard offers bwo types of physical links the

SCO (Synchronous Connection-Oriented link) and the ACL (Asynchronous Connection-

Less link). The SCO lirrk reserves slots and can therefore be considered as a circuit-

switched connection between the master and the slave. The SCO packet types ale usecl

for time-bounded information transmissions like voice [37]. On the other hand, the ACL

Iinks provide packet-switched connections between a master to any slave. To inclicate
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the different packets on a link, a 4-bit TYPE cocle is used as shown in the Figure 2.2.

For each of these links, 12 different packet types can be defined. Four control packets

will be common for both SCO and ACL, including their TYPE code. Figure 2.2 gives

an overview of the packets used for both the links along with their TYPE codes and slot

occupancies.

o NULL Packet:

1

a

3

'l

11

DH1

undefÌned

undef¡ned

undeflned

undefined

AUXT

Figure 2.2: SCO and ACL link packet types [37]
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The NULL packet doesn't have an payload, it is a 126-bit packet consisting of

the CAC (Channel Access Code) and packet header only. The NULL packet is

transmitted by the slave unit and is used to return link information to the master

regarding the success of the previor-rs transmission. An acknowledgement to the

Dl¡15

Ði+5
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NULL packet is not required.

o POLL Packet:

POLL packet is similar to the NULL packet; it does not have any p¿r.ylo¿rcl. However,

an acknowledgernent to the POLL packet is required. The POLL packet is initiated

by the master. When a slave receives a POLL packet, it must responcl wltll a packet,

as an acknowleclgernent to the POLL packet. The POLL packet can be r-rsed by

the master in a piconet to poll the slaves, and they must responcl on receiving the

POLL packet from the master, even if Lhey have no information to transrnit.

o FHS Packet:

FHS (Frequency Hopping Synchronization) is a control packet which provicles the

Blnetooth clevice ¿rclclress and clock of the sender. Its payloarl c;onsists of 144

information bits and a 16-bit CRC (Cyciic Reclunclancy Check) cocle aclclecl to the

packet to determine whether the payload is correct or not. The FHS packet is used

for frequency hop synchronization before the piconet channel h¿rs been established,

or when an existing piconet changes to a new piconet.

DM1, DM3, and DM5 Packets:

DVI stands f'or Data Vledium rate. The DM1 can be used to support control

messages in any link type (SCO or ACL), it can also carry regular user clata. The

payload of the D1VII consists of up to 18 information bytes plus a 16-bit CRC code.

They are encocled using 213 FEC (Forward Error Correction) ancl the packet can

cover up to a single time slot. DVI3 and DVIS are used only with ACL link data

packet types. The DIVI3 packets are the same except they have extencled payload

and can cover up to 3 time slots, and can carry up to 123 information bytes. DM5

packets are the same as that of DM1 and DM3 except that they have extended

payload and can cover up to 5 time slots and can hold up to 226 tnf.ormation bytes.

DH1, DH3, and DH5 Packets:

DH stands for Data High rate. The DH data packets are transferred on ACL links.

DH1 packets are similar to DVI1 packets, except the information in the payload is
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not FEC encoded. As a result of this, DH1 packet can carry up to 28 inform¿rtion

bytes ancl covers zr single time slot. The DH3 is the same except it can cover up to

3 time slots ancl contain up to 185 information bytes. The DH5 packet is the sarne

again except it can cover up to 5 time slots ¿rnd contains up to 341 information

bytes.

o AUX1 Packet:

The AUX1 packet is usecl to transfer clata on the ACL link. An AUX1 pzrcket

resembles a DH1 packet except it has no CRC cocle. As a result it can carry up to

30 information bytes. This packet is not retransrnittecl if received erroneously.

o HV1, HV2, and HVS Packets:

HV stands for High Quality Voice and is transmittecl on SOC link. The HV packets

are used for transmission of voice and other transparent synchronous data which

are time-bounded. HV1 packets carry 10 information bytes, which are protectecl

by \13 FEC. HV2 packets carry 20 information bytes, ancl are protecteclby 213

PEC and HV3 packets can carry 30 information bytes, and not protected by FEC.

HV packets do not have a CRC or payload heacler. HVi packet can carries 1.25ms

of speech at a 64 kb/s rate, HV2 packet carries 2.5ms of speech al a 64 kb/s rate

and HV3 packet carries 3.75ms of speech with a 64 kb/s rate.

o DV Packet:

DV stands for Data Voice. The DV data packet is divided into voice and data

fields, where the voice field is of 80 bits and the data field is of 150 bits. The voice

field is not protected by FEC. The data field contains of up to 10 information bytes,

which includes a 16-bit CRC. The datafield is encoded with a rate2f3 FEC. The

voice and data fields are treated separately. The voice fleld is handled like normal

SCO data and is never retransmitted, on the other hand if data field is erroneous,

a retransmission is essential.
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Master

Figure 2.3: Piconet with uplink and downlink cluenes l27l

2.1.5 Operational Functionalities of a Piconet

Slaves

(a) Piconet.

Figure 2.3 shows the uplink ¿r,nd clownlink queues of a piconet. A1l communication in

Bluetooth clevices follow a master-slave scheme, i.e. there is no sl¿rve-slave or master-

uraster direct communic¿ttion. The master cletermines the hopping sequence and timing,

whereas a slave waits for the downlink transmissions frorn the master as discussed by

127]. The slave responds with an uplink transmission if and only if explicitly addressed

by the master. As all communications in a piconet takes place in the form of data packets,

both the master and the slaves can transmit packets using 1,3, 5 time slots as specified

in the Bluetooth standard (time slots define number of packets to be transmitted for

a given time). Communication that takes place between the slaves of a single piconet

is called intra-piconet communication, whereas communication that takes place between

the devices of different piconets, via shared devices known as bridges [31], is called

inter-piconet communication 127)

2.1.6 Scatternet Formation

(b) Queueing morlel o[ a single piconet.

T4

finite buffer

iVlultiple piconets may cover the same area. Since each piconet h¿ls a different master, the

piconets hop independently, each with their own channel hopping sequence and phase as
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determined bv the respective master. A Bluetooth device can act as ¿l slave in several

piconets, but only as a master in a single piconet. Interconnecting multiple picorrets

via shared devices (known as bridges) forms ¿r scatternet [14]. The bridge can act as

master in one piconet and slave in another or it may act as slave in both the piconets. A

group of indepenclent piconets that share at least one common Bluetooth clevice forrn a

scatternet, where each piconet has a unique frequency-hop sequence [23]. Figure 2.a@)

shows interconnection of two pìconets using Vlaster/Slave bridge, and Figure 2.a(b)

shows interconnection of two piconets using a Slave/Slave bridge. By joining two or

more shared devices (bridges) complex networks can be formed. A piconet can have

more than one bridge device. The bridging device keeps on switching between all the

pìconets it belongs to in a Round Robin fashion. Data packets with destinations in other

piconets are queued in the master till the bridge enters its piconet l27l The actual

duration of bridge residence in a piconet and the fashion in which they are schecluled is

entirely dependent on the bridge scheduling algorithms. The nominal range limit for two

piconet devices to communicate is 10 meters, but in the context of a scatternet this range

may be extended to more than 100 meters by using inter-piconet communications [19].

Figr-rre 2.4: Scatternet Formation Topologies l27l
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2.L.7 Polling Schemes

The performance of Bluetooth networks largely clepencls on the polling schernes usecl to

polì the Bluetooth clevices in a piconet. The performance of Bluetooth scatternets is

largely based on the end-to-end packet cleiay. It shoulcl also satisfy two other require-

rnents. First, the polling scherne chosen must maintain fairness among all the slaves.

Each slave must be allocatecl some fair bandwiclth cluring a piconet cycle, tzrking the

slave's previous traffic into account. The current Bluetooih standards do not lecommend

any specific poliing scheme [5]. Nlany polling schemes have been proposecl for Bluetooth

scatternets. However, Bluetooth makes use of specific communication mechanisms:

o All the communications in Bluetooth are bi-clirectional.

o Initially the master polls each slave with a packet whicir has no data paylozr,cls.

o The data between the slaves must be routecl through the master.

o There is no mechanism to update the master regarding the status of the clueues at

the slave 127)

Due to the above characteristics in Bluetooth communication, the performance of

various poliing schemes has to be re-assessed. Vlany of the polling schemes proposecl

are just modifications of traclitional 1-limited ancl exhaustive service scheduling schemes

[1]. Several adaptive schemes have also been proposecl. The polling scheme determines

the order in which the slaves are to be served. It also decides the number of packets to

be exchanged in a single visit. The number of packets to be exchanged can be set to a

predefined value or it can be dynamically changed based on the previous history of the

slaves. The amount of bandwidth provided for each slave depencls on the poliing scheme

used. Some of the polling schemes proposed and the specific methodology used by them

and their drawbacks are discussed below.

Pure Round Robin (PRR) (1-limited service polling)

In this scheme, a fixed cyclic order is defined. A single frame is given to the master-slave

queue) when ever poling takes place. This scheme has a high end-io-end delay. This
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scherne is also known as 1-limitecl service polling 112]

Exhaustive Round Robin (ERR)

Irt case of ERR, a fixecl orcler for the scheduling is preclefined. But, this scheme is

exhaustive and the master cloes not switch to the next ptrir until both the master and

the slave queues are empty. This plocecìure does not provicle fäirness àrnong the slaves,

em a single slave with high traffic c¿ìn monopoìize the piconet. This leacls to starvatìon of

other active slaves and encl-to-end packet delays [17]

E-limited Service Polling

Vlisic et al. proposed this scherne in l2a], in this scheme the master stays with the

slave until there are no more pachets to exchange or for ¿r fixecl number of VI (where N{

cletermines the maximum number of packets that can be transmittecl whenever a master'

polls a sÌave). l-limitecl ancl Exhaustive Round Robin are specìal c¿rses of E-limitecl

scheduling scheme. When VI is equal to 1, E-limited scheme ¿rcts ¿rs 1-hrrrited ancl wherr

NI is equal to infinity, it ¿rcts as Exhaustive Round Robirr 124)

Exhaustive Pseudo-Cyclic Master Queue Length (EPM)

A dynamic cyclic order is defined at the beginning of each cycle, where each master-

slave pair is visited exactly once per cycle according to a clecreasing master-to-slave

queue length order. One more clrawback is, if the bridge is not polled immediately by

the master as it enters the piconet, the bridge may end up wasting an average of half

the piconet cycle time. The performance of the walk-in bridge scheme depencls on the

intra-piconet scheme [1]

Walk-in Bridge Scheme

I7

Vlisic et al. proposed this scheme in 1271. In this bridge scheduling, the master polls its

slaves using a chosen intra-piconet polling scheme. Irr this scheme, the master polls all

the slaves in a round robin fashion. If the bridge is present in the piconet while polling,
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data packets are exchanged between the master and the bridge. Otherwise the master

continues to poll the next slave in bhe piconet. This scheme has a few cìisadvantages.

If the bridge is not present during t,he polling) some time slots are wastecl. However,

such delays are negligible when comparecl to the other delays in the scatternets. S.tp-

pose, if the bridge is not available for several piconet cycles, then the performance of the

Bluetooth scatternet is drastically reduceci. Vlisic et al. have ma.cle use of the E-limited

scherne in walk-in bridge scheduling, which overcoming the above mentioned problems.

Though Bluetooth technology appears as a feasible solution for WPANs, er number of

issues that affect the performance of Bluetooth scatternets have to be resolvecl. One

important issue to be addressed is the choice of inter-piconet scheduling scheme. Also,

all communications that take piace in Bluetooth is bi-directional [14] The master

polls a slave using a regular packet (empty packet) through a clownlink queue ancl the

slave responds by sending a dat¿r ptrcket or a null packet through an upiink queue. The

performance of Bluetooth networks clepends on the manner in which the master polls the

slaves and the briclges in a piconet .241. Since sensor nodes are error prone, failure of a

node may iead to dynamic topological changes.

2.2 Bridge Scheduling using Sniff mode

A scheduling algorithm for briclges in Bhretooth network has been proposecl by Wang

et al. in [34] The proposeci algorithm tries to solve various problems encountered

while building a large scatternet for sensor network applications. All the traffic between

various piconets is exchanged via bridges. Hence, the timings of a bridges presence and

participation in different piconets need to be carefully scheduled for a smooth operation

of a sensor network. This bridge scheduling problem is also known as Rendezvoris Point

(RP) scheduling in Bluetooth literature [20]. In sensor networks, a nocle sieeps for most

of the time and needs to wake up only when a packet is ready to be sent, or pick up

the radio signal when it is the intended receiver for a transmitting packet [34] The

problem of bridge scheduling can be effectively addressed by using a good RP scheduling
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algorithm. In a scatternet, erach pair of sencler ancl receiver needs to be synchronizecl

tvith each other to nrake ¿r network work efficiently. Hence, the aim of this paper is to

clesign an RP scheclulirrg scheme which minimizes the power consumptions by effective

bridge schecluling.

A1l the nocles in sensor networks have low cluty cycle. Hence, the ¿ruthors propose

No use SNIFF mocle as the low cluly cycle mocle. The SNIFF mode defines a regular

recurrent wakeup/sleep cycle, which is suitable for loi,v ch,rty cycle devices. The SNIFF

mode in Bluetooth err¿iblecl network consists of the f'ollowing parameters Tsni,ff,Dsni,ff,

Nsni,ff attem,pt, ancl Nsnzf tirneout [34]

o Tsni,ff: Represents the length of the sniff cycle also known as the sriperfiame.

o Dsnzff: Represents the time at which a device neecls to wakeup within the super-

frame.

o Nsniff attempt: Provicles with the time the nocle shoulcl be active.

o Nsnzf tzmeou"t: Provicles with the time tire nocle should sleep.

Blnetooth specification defines that at slot Ds'niff within a superframe, the clevice

is woken up (activatecl) to listen to incoming packets for Nsnzf attempt sIots. After

receiving a packet, it waits for Nsnzif t'imeout slots for the continuirrg packets. The

algorithm calculates the RP schedule for a bridge, based on local information. It is

processed as follo,,vs: when t-r. piconet is formed, the master decides a pair of RPs f'or

its piconets, which àre a half superframe apart. Once this is done, a slave initializes

the SNIFF negotiation process by picking up an arbitrary Dsni,ff for the SNIFF request

message from a master. The master picks an RP close to the RP supplied by the slave,

and replies with the modified SNIFF parameter. Once a link is established between

the bridge and the second master, the bridge sends a SNIFF request, the procedure in

acquiring RP for first master is followed, provided the second master is assigned with a

different RP. If in case ihe bridge detects that the two RPs it owns for different piconets

are likeÌy to drift towards each other and may interfere with each other, the briclge

renegotiates for a new RP with one of the masters. Following the above procedure the
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authors try to achieve a conflict free RP scheduling scherne for sensor networks operzrtirrg

on Bluetooth technology.

Some of the drawbacks in the above model are as follo,,vs: r,vhenever a node goes fbr zr

lengthy sleep time, the briclge neecis to turn on its receiver 8.2 slots in aclvance in orcler

to synchronize with the rn¿rster, resulting in wastage of power 137]. In Bluetooth err¿rblecl

netr,vorks, the bridges ¿rct ¿rs the backbone of the netr,vork ancl most of the time they trre

busy carrying the traffic. Hence, the bridges need to shift fronl the sniff mode to ¿-¡ctive

mocle often, resulting in a fasterr clrift in RP, needing renegotizrtion often. Since bhe sensor

nocles are equipped with minim¿rl energy ancl computation capabìlities, lot of energy is

wasted in calculating the RPs, comparing the RPs, zrnd for a constant renegotiation

processes. Por any given sensor network there are more orclinary slaves than briclges,

ancl the authors have failed to specify the power saving techniques f'or the slaves. Power

saving of ordinary (norr-briclge) slaves is an important issue Lhat needs to be ¿rclclressecl.

2.3 Bluetooth and Sensor Networks: A Reality Check

An examination of the suitability of Bluetooth ¿rs ¿r VIAC interf¿rce for sensor networks

has been carried out by Leopold et al. in 122) Performance of sensor nodes rely not

only on the type of transrnitting signals they are using, but also on the protocol stack

that they operate on. The two types of transmitting signals existing for sensor rrocles are

fixed frequency carriers ancl spread spectrum transmissions.

In fixed frequency carriers, all nodes within the communication range compete for the

same channel to transmit clata. Whereas in spread spectrum transmissions, nodes within

the communication range communicate or transmit data using different channels. Blue-

tooth radios (transmitting signals) make use of spread spectrums for communications.

Bluetooth favors connectionless data transfers. Hence, Bluetooth is a feasibie option

for sensor networks. Leopold et al. have designed and implemented a tiny Bluetooth

stack for TinyOS. The experiments were conducted on actual Bluetooth-based devices

known as BTnodes developecl at ETH Zurich [8]. These BTnodes were equipped with

two radios to enable multihop networking. The network was tested for throughput and
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energy consurnption. These results suggest that Bluetooth based sensor networks coulcl

be appropriate for event-driven applications that exchzrnge bursts of d¿-rt¿r for a limitecl

time periocl.



Chapter 3

A Bluetooth Scatternet without
Congestion control

In the first phase of ury research, a Bluetooth scatternet of triangular topology has

been simulated, where all the piconets have 3 slave nodes. The intent behincl bhis ,,vork

was to analyze thr: impzrct of finite buffers on the performance of Bluetooth sc¿rtternet

operating under E-limitecl intra-piconet polling and walk-in bridge scheclulirrg ancl in the

absence of congestion control or power management algorlthms. The simtilation results

obtained from this initi¿-rl exploratory work demonstrate the impact of firrite buffers on

end-to-end clelays between the piconets, bridge buffer loss rates, slave buffer loss rates

and throughput f'or each piconet in the simulated Bluetooth network.

3.1 Introduction

It is well known that network performance may suffer when the buffers through which

the packets must pass have finite sizes; the conseqllences may range from negligible to

disastrous. Wherr a briffer is ftrll, some of the packets arriving from the applìcation or

from the network will be dropped and, effectively, removed from the network due to

buffer overflows. These dropped packets will have to be retransmittecl, which increases

the effective packet arrivai rate. At low loads, such an increase may go unnoticed; at high

loads, a feedback effect may occur in which packet drops lead to more packets being sent

22
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and even more of them being clroppecl, until the traffic reaches saturation, while packets

that rnanage to get through r,vill experience increasecl end-to-encl clelays.

This important aspect of network operation has so far been ignored in the context of

Bluetooth networks, in particr-rl¿l,r in Bluetooth scatternets, where authors have generally

fbcused either on scatternet form¿rtion [7] or scatternet schecluling [6, 26,30,36], with

most of the latter work clone assurning that buffers with infinite capacity are avail¿r,ble.

This assumption, while useful as the first approxìmation, is sirnply rlnrealistic. Not only

will those buffers be Ênite, but most of them will be rather smaÌl in absoltite terrns, in

pzr,rticular those on mobile clevices where energy consurnption is directly proportionai to

the chip real estaLe.

In this exploratory work, I have analyzed the impact of finite baseband buffers on

the performance of a Bluetooth scatternet. I first present a brief overview of the cllleu-

ing model used ancl other zlssumptions. This is followed by a cliscussion on the packet

blocking rate at the slave uplink queues and bridges, respectively. Throughput and end-

to-end packet delays are also calculatecl and presented. Sorne practical recommenclations

regarding buffer size allocation conclude the analysis on rny initial exploration of the

Bluetooth scatternet with finite buffers.

3.2 Scatternet operation

Regarding scatternet operation, I assume that both piconet masters poll their slaves rlsing

E-limited polling scheme. At most M, data packets are exchangecl between the master

and an ordinary slave cluring a single master's visit to a slave, and all piconet masters

use the same value for N[,. This polling scheme has been shown to offer lower end-to-end

delays for bursty traffic than either exhaustive or 1-limited service [25]. Furthermore,

delays can be minimized if the polling parameter is set to fu[, = B (Where B is the mean

packet burst generated by each slave), in which case packet bursts are mostly preserved

from uplink to downlink queues, which simplifies routing and flow controt [25].

I consider a scatternet in which bridge scheduling is performed according to the walk-

in scheduling policy without predefined rendezvous points, shown schematically in Figure
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Timing diagram (clock pulse) for walk-in bridge scheduiing is

shown in Figure 3.2 with clock pulse going low and high for the bridge ¿rnd the piconets

P1 ancl P2 it is associated with. If the clock pulse for bridge is high then it is associated

with Pz and if the clock pulse for bridge is low then it is associatecl with Pr. If the clock

puÌse is high for the bridge and low for P,2, then the bridge is being served by the master

of P2 or else if the clock pulse is low for the bridge and high for P¡, then the bridge is

being served by the master of P1. If the clock pulse go high for P1 and if the bridge pulse

is high indicates that P1 is trying to check for the bridges presence in the piconet.

Under walk-in scheduling, the bridge switches between the piconets in a round robin

fashion without a predefined schedule. When present, the bridge is polled just like any

other slave, except that the first packet to be sent to the bridge is always an empty

POLL. The absence of a response to the initial POLL packet means that the bridge is

not present, in which case the master simply moves on to the next slave. If the bridge is

present, it responds with a NIJLL; the master then starts the exchange with actual data

packets.

The exchange lasts for M6 packets, or less if both queues are emptied, which is detected

Figure 3.1: Queues are implemented with finite size buffers.

ît ,1L+
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piconet master tries to contact bridge
and start exchangetltt

P2
master

timebridge ---->

P1
master

through a NULL response frorn the bridge to ¿r POLL packet from the m¿rster. AII piconet

masters use the saute value for M¡,, but separate v¿l,lues for each piconet, or even each

bridge, may be reaclily accommoclateci by my moclel. As soon as the exchange is flnishecl,

the bridge leaves bhe piconet and joins another one (this policy is referred tt: as Lzmited

erchange ln 128]).

I assume that different queues, shown in Figure 3.1, are implementecl with frnite size

buffers. The btiffer lengths for uplinlc, downlink ancl bridge queues are clenotecl with K,,
K¿, and K6, respectively. For simplicity, qneue iengths will be expressecl in baseband

packets, but conversion to Kbytes would be straightforward. Some of the other factors

which will be used to test the model are as follows: M6 and M6 the siave ¿r,ncl briclge

E-limited factors, P¿ the locality factor which defines the local and non-local traffic, À

defines the packet burst arrival rate for each slave and BRT defines the number of piconet

cycles the bridge resides in a piconet.

1111
piconet master tries to contact bridge and

start exchange

Figure 3.2: Scatternet operation under walk-in scheduling.

25

3.3 Scatternet topology

A Bluetooth scatterrret simulator operating at the N4AC level has been built using the

object-oriented Petri Net-based simulation engine Artifex by Artis Software Inc. [13]

running on a Linux platform. I have considered a symmetric topology with six piconets
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shown in Figure 3.3. The piconets Pt, P+, and P6 (which will be hereafter referred to as

'exterior'piconets) have two bridges each, while the picorret P2, P3, and P5 (the'interior'

piconets) have four bridges each. The bridges use the walk-in scheduling with the limited

exchange policy.

In addition to bridges, each piconet has three ordinary slaves. Each slave generates

traffic which targets other slaves in the same piconet with the probability of P¿, and slaves

in any other piconet with the probability (1- P¿)15. In case of nonadjacent piconets, the

inter-piconet traffic is routed through the shortest path. When two such paths exist (e.g.,

traffic from piconet P1 to piconet Ps may go through P2 or P3), traffic is split evenly

between those paths.

Figure 3.3: Topology of the scatternet under consideration.
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Each slave generates packets in bursts with mean burst size of B : 3, and five-slot

DH5 packets are usecl throughout the simulation [37]. AII clevices ¿re assumed to use

the same segmentation/reässembly protocol, therefore the mean burst size has the same

vaLue for all devices. Traffic loc¿rlity was set to P¿ : 0.6, ancl ther va,lues of the polling

parameters were M, : 3 ancl 1V[¡, : 15, unless specified othervu'ise. The b'ffer sizes,

wheri fixecl, were K¿: 100, Ka : 40, and K" : 30, f'or master clowllirrk qlleues, bridge

outgoing queues, and sl¿rve uplink queues, respectively.

Although such a symmetric topology is unlikely in practice, it can nevertheless serve

as a 'stress test' setup in which the performance of Bluetooth scatternets tinder rvalk-in

scheduling and the impact of the flnite buffer sizes on said petrfornrz-ince) can be reaclily

assessed.

3.4 The impact of finite uplink buffers

The first set of simulation results shows the impact of finite size of buffers that implement

the slave uplink queues. The size of the slave buffers Ku was variecl between 10 ¿rncl 30

basebancl packets, ancl the pelcket burst arrival rate À was varied between 0.001 and 0.006

(burst arrìvals per Bluetooth slot). The poiling parameter for the briclges was fixecl at
A,r 1rtvtb - IJ.

The diagrams in Figure 3.4 show the packet drop rates at the slave, expressed in

percents, when the slave polling parameter M" is varied. Higher values of M, mean that

more packets will be transmitted to the master during a single visit, and the uplink queues

will be serviced faster. Consequently, the packet drop rate will clecrease. Increasing the

slave buffer size has the same effect.

Note that the drop rates are higher in the interior piconets on account of their higher

traffic load. Each of the interior piconets have three ordinary slaves that generate traffic

and bridges that carry the inter-piconet traffic. However the exteriol piconets have only

the traffic of their own (incorning and outgoing), while the interior ones also route the

traffic between other piconets. As a consequence, their traffic load will be much higher,

nearly twice as much in the setup I have used, and drop rate will be higher as well.
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The diagrams in Figure 3.5 illustrate the access delay at the slave uplink buffer,

expressed in Bluetooth time slots 7 :0.625ms, averaged over the pìconets in the exterior

and interior group, respectively. As can be seen, increasing the slave buffer size leads to

a increase in access delay, and the increase of the slave polling parameter M, has leads to

a decrease in the delays. As before, the delays are much higher in the interior piconets

due to their higher traffic load, which ieacls to longer cycle times [25] and these lead to

higher access times and end-to-end delays.
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3.5 The impact of finite bridge buffers

The second set of experintents investigates the packet clrop rate at the bridge as a ftrnction

of the bridge polling parameter ltl6. In this case, I h¿r,ve ¿rlso varied the briclge buffer size

fron I{6: 10 lo 20 baseb¿rnd packets, as well as the locality probability from P¿ :0.2
to 0.8. I have consiclered the two bridge buffers in the bridge 81 frorn Figure 3.3 as

representative for the bridge behavior in exterior ancl interrior piconets, respectively.

The diagrams in Figure 3.6 show the packet clrop rtrte at the bridge buffer as a func-

tion of the bridge polling parameter M6. Ãs could be expected, the blocking probability

clecreases with the polling parameter M6. Namely, more packets per exchange will empty

the bridge queue fzrster, and the probability that both ttre bridge queue ancl the corre-

sponcling outgoing clueue at the master will empty increases. Furthermore, emptying the
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bridge will cause the briclge to terminate its residence and switch to another piconet. If
the fi-equency of such events increases, the piconet cycle time will decrease, leading to a

decrease of slave buffer clrop rates) access delays, and end-to-end delays for both local

and non-local traffic.

The decrease of traffic locality means that more traffic wiil be sent through the bridges,

and packet drop rates will increase. For values of P¿ above 0.7 (which correspond to 70:30

ratio of local vs. non-local traffic), the drop rates are below 1%.

It may be noted that the packet drop rate is lower at the bridge that 'resides' in the

interior piconet P2, despite its higher total load and longer piconet cycle time. This is

caused by the difference in bridge traffic. Namely, there are four bridges in an interior
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(a) lVithin exterior piconets.

Figure 3.7: Encl-to-end packet

P¿ : 0.4 (0.1) 0.9, M, : 5, Mt,

o,0.7 \
" 0.8

piconet, as opposecl to only two in an exterrior one, and the traffic per bridge is lower,

which leads to lolver drop rates.

3.6 End-to-end packet delays

clelays for local traffic lArrival rate : 0.001 (0.001) 0.006,

- 15, BRT : I, K¿: 100, Ku:40, ztncl Ku:30].

The next set of simulation results illtistrate errd-to-end deÌays for irrtra-piconet and inter-

piconet (i.e., local and non-local) traffic. The slave buffer size was fixecl to Ku:30 anci

the traffic locaiity P¿ was varied in the range P¿:0.4..0.9. The parcket burst arrival

rate À was varied in the range 0.001 . . 0.006 bursts per Bluetooth time slot. The polling

parameters were fixed at II, :5 for ordinary slaves, and at AIb :15 for the bridges.

End-to-end delays for local (intra-piconet) traffic, averaged over all exterior and in-

terior piconets, respectively) are shown in Figure 3.7; as before, units of Bluetooth time

siots 7 : 0.625ms are used. The interior piconets can be seen to exhibit much higher

intra-piconet delays, but this is lo be expected since the traffic ioad of those piconets is

higher due to longer piconet cycle times.

End-to-end delays for non-local (inter-piconet) traffic are shown in Figure 3.8. The

corresponding delays were averaged over all the alternative paths that lead from an

exterior piconet to another exterior one, and from an interior piconet to another interior

one, respectiveiy.

(b) Within in[erior piconets.
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(a) Betrveen exterior piconels

Figure 3.8: End-to-end packet delays for non-local traffic fArrival r¿rte : 0.001 (0.001)

0.006, PL:0.4 (0.1) 0.9, tl[,:5, lV[6: 1b, BRT : I, K¿: 100, Ka:40, and Ku:
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WITHOUT COIVCBSUON CONTROL

As in the c¿rse of local clel:rys, exterior piconets exhibit lower delays than the interior

ones, due to their smaller agglegate traffic load. However, the diagrarns shor,v that the

bulk of the delay experienced bv the traffic from exterior to ¿ìnother exterior piconet is,

in fact, incurred whilst passing through one or the other of the interior piconets. Note

that the tr¿-rffic fiom an exterior piconet to another exterior piconet must pass through

one of the interior piconets, and thus has to experience a total of six hops: fiom sollrce

slave to the exterior master, then to the bridge, from the bridge to the interior master,

then to another briclge, from the bridge to another exterior master, ancl fin¿rliy from that

master to the destination slave. The traffic from an interior piconet to another interior

piconet will, however) experience only four hops, since it will have to pass through a

single bridge only.

5000
4000

Oelay3000
2000
1000

0.4

to,JL

(b) Between int,erior piconets,

3.7 Throughput

My fina1 experiment shows the throughput through the piconets. Throughput for a

piconet is defined as the rate at which the sensed data packets can be sent and received

Lhrough that piconet, measured in bits per second. The slave polling parameter value

was varied in the range of M, - 3. . 15, whìle the corresponding bridge polling parameter
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for Piconet 2. BRT=1

was kept constant aI M6:15. The packet burst arrival rate per slave was varied in the

range of À :0.001..0.01 packet burst arrivals per Bluetooth time slot, and traffic locality

was fixed al, Pt:0.6. Buffer sizes were kept at values Ku:30, K¿:100, Ku:40.

As can be seen from Figure 3.9, the throughput for interior piconets is higher when

compared to the exterior ones, which is again due to their higher traffic load. I note

ihat the maximum throughput in interior piconets is around 600Kbps, which is about

two-thirds of the theoretical maximum with five slot packets [37]. This difference seems

Ms

(b) Internal piconet (P2)
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P2

master

bridge

P1

master

bridqe residence
timê in P2'.f 
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reasonable in view of the losses due to packet waste when the bridge is absent from the

piconet and when there are no packets to exchange with a slave or a bridge, ancl packet

blocking due to buffers filled up to capacity.

3.8 Effect of BHI on Network Performance

^l^^tl
piconet master tries to contact bridge and starl exchange

)

Figure 3.10: Bridge Residence Time (BRT) in a Piconet.

Figure 3.10 shows how the bridge moves back and forth under walk-in bridge scheduling

scherne between the two piconets it is participating. The Bridge Residence Time (BRT)

defines the amount of time the bridge resides in a piconet. BRT is represented in terms

of piconet cycles, if BRT is set to 1 then the bridge resides for 1 piconet cycle and is

served by the master only once before moving to the other piconet. If BRT is set to 2

then the bridge resides for 2 piconet cycles and is served twice in a round robin fashion

before moving to the other piconet. In this section I analyze the effect of the BHf on

slave buffer drop tates, bridge buffer drop rates, end-to-end delays and throughput on

the designed Bluetoobh network.

Figure 3.11 represent the end-to-end packet delays for non-local traffic between the

interior and the exterior piconets. The packet delays are calculated by taking a mean

I timer>
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Ku : 40, and Ku: 30]

for the interior and for the exterior piconets. Simulations were carried out for bridge

residence time of 1, 2 and 3 piconet cycles, in order to explore the effect of BHf on

end-to-end delays. Frorn the above three Pigures I infer that a increase in BRT increase
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conets, BRT :2.
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the amount of time the bridge spends in a piconet and thereby increasing the end-to-end

packet delays between interìor and exterior piconets.

In order to analyze the effect of BRT on the slave buffer drop rates, simulations were

carried out for bridge residence time (BRT) of I and 2 piconet cycles. The slave buffer

drop rates are obtained by plotting the graph between slave buffer size of 10, 15, 20,

25 and 30 and packet bnrst arrival rates of 0.001 . . 0.006. By analyzing Pigure 3.72I
conclude that the increase in BRT has no effect on slave buffer drop rates.

Figure 3.13 gives the bridge buffer blocking rates for BRT equals to l and 2 piconet

cycles. As the bridges are equipped with limited buffer size, increase in BRT results in

increases number of data packets transferred to the bridge before its switching to the

(b) Exterior piconet. BRT :2.

12

B
Drop
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Figure 3.13: Bridge buffer blocking rate for P1 to P2for BRT :7,2lKb: 10 (2) 20, P¿

:0.2 (0.1) 0.8, IV[" :3, lv[6: 9, Arrival rate : 0.002, Kd :100 ancl K, :30]j.

14

Bridge buffer s;ze

1.

other piconet, thereby resulting in increased loss rates at the bridges.

27
t) I

The final set of simulations carried out to analyze the effect of BRT for the throughput.

Once again the BRT was varied for 1, 2 and 3 piconet cycles and the throughput was

calcnlated for P1 and P2. As can be seen from Figure 3.14, increase in BRT results in

longer cycle time and hence increases the packet drop rate and decreases the throughput

for both Py and P2.

(b) BRr :2.
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3.9 Performance of a Scatternet without Congestion

Control

In this wotk, I have arralyzecl the performance of ¿r Bluetooth scatternet in which ¿rll device

queues-uplink, downlink, arrd bridge queues alike-are implemented throLrgh buffers

with finite size. I h¿rve considered scatternet operating under walk-in bridge scheduling,

in which the rnasters poll both ordinary slaves and bridges using the E-limitecl polling

scheme. I have shown that the clependence of packet drop rates and packet cleiays on the

size of different buffers; larger buffers lead to reclucecl clrop rates as well ¿rs reclucecl clelays.

From the results, I was able to conclude that ¿ls the arrival rate of slave cl¿rta increases,

the slave buffer drop rate and access delay for piconets also increases, hence resulting in

loss of data packets. The simulations were also carriecl out for Bridge Resiclence Time

(BRT) of.7,2,3 cycles (BRT clefines the arnount of time the bridge resicles in a piconet).

From the obtainecl resnlts, I observed that as the briclge residence tìme (BRT) increases

in steps of I, 2, zlnd 3, the bridge buffer loss rate also increases. This is because the

cycle time for each piconet increases with the increase of bridge resiclence time. Hence,

the bridge buffer loss rate increases with the BF{T. The throughput for each piconet was

calculated, and it was observecl that the interrral piconets acted as the backbone of the

network by performing a lot of data transfers between the exterior piconets. I have also

shown that both delays and packet drop rabes ¿rre critically dependent on the aggregate

load of individual piconets; a piconet with too heavy load will exhibit high packet drop

rates and high end-to-end delays. The above results and conclusions were made in the

absence of congestion control and power management algorithms.



Chapter 4

Bluetooth Scatternet as a Sensor

Ir{etwork

In this chapter, I present a cletailecl description of the sirnulatecl scatternet acting as e-r

wireless sensor networlc ancl the reasons for choosing a triangulzir topology. Subsequently,

I will explain the tr¿rffic moclel usecl and follow with the implement¿ltion cletails. Laber

in this chapter, I discuss the cause and effect of congestion ¿:Lncl power consumption in

wireless sensor networks.

4.L Description of the Bluetooth scatternet as a Sen-

sor Network

I have considered each piconet as a ciuster of sensor nocles that is controlied and coorcli-

nated by the piconet master. Each slave maintains an uplink queue tor,vards the master,

and for each slave, the master maintains a downlink queue. The master also maintains

downlink queues for each bridge. Each bridge has two queues, namely the outgoing queue

and the incoming queue. The networking environment will be the same as clescribed in

section 3.

To evaluate the sleep management algorithm presented in Section6.2,I need to sim-

ulate a Wireless Sensor Network (scatternet) operating on Bluetooth Technology which
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will be the environment for testing the designed sleep management algorithm. The re-

quirement for such a scatternet is that one piconet must act ¿rs a sink and the other

piconets must do the sensing ancl for,,varding operations of sensed clata. The target scat-

ternet could have any topology, sav polygon or 3D strticture, yet, for the s¿r,ke of sìmplicity

I have decicled to use a non-trivlal briangular topology of six piconets, i,vhere one vertex

piconet (P1) acts as a sink as shown in Figure 4.1. Using this t,opology I can evaluate the

effects of muiti-hop data transmission and can clistinguish beti,veen the piconets which

are rnainly involvecl in sensing ¿rnd those that are involved both in packet-forwarding

and sensing. This is important since forwarding piconets rnake some sort of a network

backbone. This sensor network b¿rckbone is expectecl to be the first to be affected by

signs of congestion (packet loss). Therefore, I hypotheses that rny proposed solution will

also satisfy other more complex scatternet lopologies. In the proposecl model, I assume

a shortest path routing algorithm, while congestion and energy control are performecl

together by the same control mechanism at the transport layer.

In the simulated sensor network the interior piconets are eqr,rippecl r,vith 3 slaves and

the exterior piconets are eqtiippecl with 5 slaves. As mentionecl earlier, the master visits

the slaves in a rouncl robin fashion. In the walk-in briclge scheme, the master polls the

bridges in the same fashion as it polls the slaves. If a bridge is present in the piconet,

data exchange between master zrnd bridge takes pÌace. If the bridge is not present in

the piconet the master simply poìls the next slave. M, \s the value which cletermines the

maximum number of packets that a slave can exchange with the master from a single

poll. M6 is the value which cletermines the maximum number of packets that a bridge can

exchange with the master from a single poll. The bridge residence time BKf determines

the number of cycles the bridge will reside in the same piconet. BRT is variable in my

experiment and can take values of L, 2 and 3 piconet cycles. However, I have fixed the

BRT to 1 piconet cycle based on the conclusions from Chapter 3.

in the simulated scatternet, the control and coordination operations are shared by the

sink and the source piconet masters, thereby eliminating the neecl for a computationally

powerful sink. The life of a sensor node depends on the battery it is carrying. Hence, in

order to increase the life of a sensor node, the node should be operated so as to maximize

4I
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its life. The aim of this work is to design an algorithm which will balance the number

of active/sleeping slaves to maintain satisfactory throughput of data at the sink and to

reduce congestion in the network.
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Figure 4.1: Wireless Sensor Network rvith Triangular Topology

A.L.L Tþaffic model

The traffic rnodel is derived from a relatively high-bandwidth, low cost surveillance based

sensing application where compressed still images are taken as result of event detection

and sent to the sink. (This setup may be used in applications such as road traffic control

or asset protection.) I assume that the sensed data can not fit in a single Bluetooth

packet--even with the Enhanced Data Rate facility defined in Bluetooth v2.0, the largest
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packet size is still only 1023 bytes [37]_-and, therefore, the traffic must consist of pacftet

bursts. I assume th¿rt the packet burst size is geometrically clistributed with mean burst

size B (Ìn this model I trse B:3), and each packet has ¿r length of five Bluetootli time

slots 7 : 625 ¡u s. The p:r,cket burst arrival rate À to each sensing nocle is presentecl as

number of packet burst ¿rrrivals per one basic Bluetooth slot of 625¡ts. For exarnple, the

values which I use in my rnoclel are 0.002-0.005 packet bursts (images) per Bhietooth

slot, which transl¿r,tes iut,o approx. 3.2 to 8 packet bursts (images) per seconcl. P¿lcket

burst arrival rate ancl the probzrbility of traffic locality for all the slaves are tmifbrrn.

For the above rnoclel, each sÌave creates traffic r,vith a packet length of 5 Bluetooth

time slots. The alrival rate À ancl the probability of traffic locality for all the slaves are

uniform. Traffic is bttrsty, with packet burst size geometrically distributed, with ¿ìver¿ìge

packet burst size B equal to 3 packets. Locality probability that traffic generatecl by the

slave will have destin¿rtions in ttre same piconet is P¿, whiÌe probabiÌity that clestination

is in a different piconet is (1-P¿). I assume that the nocles within a piconet can exchange

some local data. According to the selected topology shown in Figure 4.1 the probabilitv

that destination is in given non-local piconet is (1-P¿)/5. When the traffic is generarted

by a slave for another piconet, the packets are routecl through the master, through lhe

briclges, and through various intermediate piconets, to the destinatiorr piconet, bv taking

the shortest path. In the above model, the master ancl the briclge cio not generate any

traffic, they only route the traffic.
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4.2 Congestion Control k Energy Management in

Sensor lNetworks

The main objective of my thesis is to achieve reliable event detection in a sensor net-

work, by spending minimal energy and enhancing congestion control. Since sensor nocles

at the source are continuously sending the sensed data towards the sink, retransmission

of the lost data packets due to buffer overflows at the bridges is not necessary; however,

minimizing the packet losses (and improving the overall energy efficiency) requires that

only a minimal number of siaves be kept awake in each piconet. At the same time, the
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reliability at the sink has to nleet applicatiorr recluirements. Therefore the main contri-

bution of this work is the integration of conpçestion control ,,vith reliability and energy

management in the Bluetooth-based sensor network. This is achieved by introducing a

sleep rnelnagement algorithm for the source piconets. This sleep mànagement algorithrn

t,ries to put lhe source piconets slaves into hold mocle basecl on the observed reliability

f'or that piconet at the sink, thereby redr.rcing the traffic generated by that source piconet

towarcl the sink and reducing po\Mer corrsurnption and buffer overfi.ow at the intermediate

bridges. The outcome of the sleep man¿ìgernent algorithm clepencls on, (er,) the choice of

polling scheme employed to poll the slaves, by the master, in the sollrce piconets, (b) the

bridge brlffer sizes, (c) the s1¿rve buffer sizes, (d) the briclge resiclence time, and (e) the

routing algorithms. i will no,,v discuss the ploblems createcl by buffer overfl.ows and the

need for an energy efficient congestion control scheme.

4.2.L Congestion Control

Sensor networks transport clifferent types of traffic, from simple periodic reports to un-

predictable bursts of messages triggered by events that ¿rre being sensed, all of which

might lead to congestion. Congestion in a sensor network calrses an increase in data loss

rate, power consumption, access delays, and (in some cases) high resource utilization. All
the nodes in a sensor network generate data packet bursts at some application dependent

rate Àn. Packets are further forwarded to the sink by the co-operation of multiple nodes.

If the packet burst arrival rate is too high, the packet buffers of the nodes along the path

will overflow. This sudden increase in loss rate is the main symptom of congestion. Since

the sensor nodes are equipped with small storage, the buffer size cannot be increased dy-

namically when congestion occurs. Hence, by putting some of the source nodes to sleep,

the traffic load and congestion in the network can be reduced. To overcome the problems

created by congestion, efficient congestion control protocols need to be employed. I plan

to impiement congestion control by dynamically putting sensor nodes to sleep based on

the reliability factor that is periodically calculated at the sink.
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4.2.2 Energy Efficiency

Later in this thesis, ¿r ,,vireless sensor network operatirrg on Bluetooth lerchnologv has

been sirnulated. In orcler to analyze the congestion levels in the simulatecl n<+twork,

initial exploratory simr-riations were carried out with P1 acting as the sink ¿r,ncl by varying

the number of active slaves at P,¡ (source). From the obtainecl results I infer that the

desired reliability can be achieved in two regions (No congestion, Desired reli¿ibility) and

(High congestion, Desired reliabilitv) as shown in Figure 6.3 of Sercrtion 6.2. Flowever,

operating the network in (High congestion, Desirecl reliability) is irot fe¿isible, as it uses a

greater ntimber of active slaves ancl ieacls to high congestion in ttre neLrvork. Hence, there

is a neecl to operate the number of active slaves in (No congeslion, Desirecl reliability)

region to rninimize the congestion ancl power consumption. N4ore of ttris is clisctissed in

Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Congestion Control protocols for

Sensor lr{etworks

Though numerous schemes have been proposed for event cletection and clata transrnission

in wireless sensor networks, the issue of reliable data transfer, with energy efficient con-

gestion control for wireless sensor networks operating on Bluetooth technology, has yet to

be studied and addressecl. There is a need for a comprehensive set of congestion control

mechanisms specificallv designed to fit the requirements of sensor networks. These rnech-

anisms should provicle a general set of components that can be plugged into applications

or into the MAC to support reliable data transfer with energy efñcient congestion control

for wireless sensor networks. In this chapter I present various transport protocols that

employ congestion control techniques for wireless sensor networks.

5.1 Directed Diffusion (DD)

Directed diffusion has been proposed in [18] for event detection and reliable data trans-

fer in wireless sensor networks. Directed diffusion is data-centric, i.e. communic¿rtion

between the nodes in the network is restricted to named-data (structured clata). All

sensor nodes in the directed diffusion scheme are equipped with small amount of memory

and processing ability. In directed diffusion, a node requests data by sending an interest

(query) for named-data. Once a match for the required data is found, the results are
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transferred to the querying

carì ¿ìggregate the obtaineci

neighboring nodes.

Whenever there is a neecl for data pertaining to a specific event, ¿ì, query is injected into

the network in the form of an interest. Interests in clirecteci cliffusion give the clescription

of the task to be performed. An interest consists of type, interval ancl cluration. The type

defines the lype of query, the interval parameter specifies the event data rate ancl the

duration represents initiation of cliffusion after insertlrrg the interest at the sink (sink is

a nocle where the interest is injected and the collectecl clata frorrr the source is receivecl).
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node. In t,his process of

data. store them in their
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For a given task, the sink periodically broaclc¿rsts the s¿rme interest with a ne¡,v tirne

stamp. Initially these interests are called exploratory interests, and are used to set up

initial gradients and to check if there are any nocles in the network that detects the

required data. Gradients in clirected diffusion ¿l,re usecl to transfer the sensed d¿l,ta fiom

source to sink via an optimal path. Graclients specify the direction in which the sensecl

data is to be propagated. lVhen the source nodes receive a qllery, the request is processed

and the obtained results are sent back towards the sink through multipìe paths indicated

by the gradients. At some point of time a single high data-rate path is establisheci

between the source and sink by local interaction ancl reinforcement in order to transfer

the events indicated by the gradients 12)

clata transfer, intermecliate nocles

c¿rche ¿lncl reclirect them to their

The drawback of directecl diffusion is that all nodes should be equipped with some

amount of computational capabilities and memory in order to store the interest with

various time stamps. This might cause significant overhead for sensor networks with

power and processing limitations [15]. Though directecl diffusion offers guaranteed end-

to-end data delivery, this is not required in case of event detection due to the fact that

correlated data flows from several source nodes are loss tolerant (to the extent that event

features are reliably detected) l2l, 14]
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5.2 Pump Slowly Fetch Quickly (PSFQ)

Campbell et al. [39] discussecl the Pump Slowly Fetch Quiclcly (PSFQ) mechanism for

reliable control ilnd rnanagement of wireiess sensor networks. PSFQ suppolts a simple,

robust, and scalable transport scheme that can be ctistornizecl to meet lhe requirernents

of reliable data transfer erpplications in wireless sensor netrvorks [39] In their stucly,

Campbell et al. have observecl that in sensor networks cl¿rt¿r that flows frorn source to

sink is generally tolerant of loss of data packets. This observatiorr is basecl on the theory

that the source transfers correl¿rted data. However, the clata that flows from sink to

source f'or bhe purpose of control or management of the source nocles is vr-rlnerable to

message ioss (controi messages ¿rre initiated periodically ancl are not loss tolerant).

PSFQ is based on propagation of data from source nocle by lnjecting clata at relatively

low speed ancl ailowing nodes that experience data loss to fetch any missing data packets

from immecliate neighbors by requesting for retransmission.

The problem with PSFQ is that the authors assume that packet ì.oss, in this scheme,

is due to the poor quality of wlreless links and the resulting transmission errors, while

the traffic-congestion and the resulting packet blocking clue to btiffer overflows at varions

stages in the network are not considerecl [2]. This is not a realistic e-r,ssurnption for sensor

networks, especially in view of the fact that some packet loss may be a,cceptable due to

correlation of sensed data.
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5.3 Event to Sink Reliable Tþansport Protocol (ESRT)

trSRT, proposed in [2], has been designed for reliable event detection in wireless sensor

networks. ESRT necessitates an event-to-sink (multipoint-to-point) reliability notion

in contrast to existing end-to-end (point-to-point) reliable transport protocoÌs such as:

Transfer Control Protocol (TCP) and Pump Slowly Fetch Quickly (PSFQ). Event-to-sink

reliability is based on the fact that correlated data that flows from several source nodes to

a single sink are loss tolerant to the extent that the event features are reliably detected

at the sink [2] Correlated data gives a numeric measlrre of the similarities between

the sensed data from various source nodes for a given phenomenon. Due to this data
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correl¿rtion, it is not necessary to receive ¿ill the clata packets at the sink, but some smaller

number of clata packets accorcling to requirecl accuracy of detectrorr. Snr¿l,ller number of

clata packets received at the sink c'an be achieved either by preventing the nocles to send

extra packets (which is desirecl) or by clropping the packets clue to congestion (which is

not clesirecl) i2]

The objective of ESRT is to achieve reliable event detection in r,vireless sensor networks

with minimum energy expenditule ancl rnaximum congestion control. Irr ESRT, the sink

estimates the event reliability f'or every ú time tinits (ú represents clur¿-rtion of a decision

interval). At the end of each time interv¿l ú, based on the reports obt¿rinecl from the source

nodes, the sink makes a decision whether or not to send a control sign:rl to increase the

reporting rate of the source noders. Also, at the end of each interval ú¿, the sink calculates

the event reliability indicator r;. The reliable transfer of an event frorn source to sink is

measured in terms of number of dat¿-u packets received at the sinir for a given time interval.

Hence, r serves as a function for event reiiability measure at the sink. Reliability of event

detection is basecl on two definitions given as follows:

o Observed event reliability: For observecl event reliability, r¿ clefines ltre nurnber of

received data packets in clecision interval ú¿ at the sink.

o Desired event reliability: For clesired event reliability, R clefines number of data

packets required for reliable event detection.

From the above two definitions we can infer that, if r¿ ) R, the event is determined

to be reliably detected at the sink or else appropriate actions must be taken to achieve

the desired event reliability R t2l To achieve the desired event reiiability in case of

congestion, the reporting rate f of source nodes have to be varied dynamically. The

reporting rate / of a sensor node is clefined to be the number of packets sent per unit

time by that node [2]. The idea behind ESRT is to configure the appropriate reporting

rate / for a source node, to achieve the required event detection reliability R at the sink,

with minimum resource utilization.

In ESHf , though the sink tries to adjust the report rate of the source nodes, it does

not try to optimize the number of nodes required to sense the data for a given task.
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Also, ESKf Lra.nsfers r¿rw clata to the sink, r'ather than ernploying any kincl of in-net-,r'ork

processing or reducing the redunclant sensecl tlansferrecl from sotlrce to sink [16], [38]

5.4 Congestion Detection and Avoidance (CODA)

Sensor networks usecl fbr event cletection operations are eihher idle or lightly loadecl until

an event occltrs. The occurrence of an event results in ¿i sr.rclclen burst of clata trzrnsports

in the network. This suclclen transport of clata packets is lihely to leacl to variotts levels

of congestion at various stages of the network. The event impulses (observecl clata)

generated by the source is of utmost importance as the likelihoocl of it (event inipulses)

experiencing congestion while transferring is high. Retr¿rnsmission of clata that r,vas

lost due to congestion incurs a substantial energv cost on each sensor, which should be

avoicled. To address these challenges, an energy efficient transport protocol f'or wireless

sensor networks has been proposed by Chieh-Yih et al. in [38]

CODA, the proposecl congestion hanclling technicllre) Lrses energy efficient heuristic

mechanisms for moniLoring network operations to avoicl congestion. These rnechanisms

are as follows: receiver b¿rsed congestion detection, open-loop hop-by-hop back-pressure

ancl closed-loop multi-source regulation [38]

In receiver basecl congestion detection, CODA uses combinations of present ancl past

channel loading conditions, and current buffer levels, lo predict congestion occurrence in

the network. CODA makes tise of a simple technique for rnonitoring the rnessage clueue. If
there is an overflow at the queue, congestion at the nocle ls implied. A perioclic sampling

of the network's performance is then employed rather than continlrous monitoring of the

channel. By a perioclic check of message queue (buffer) levels, the network state can be

accurately monitored at the expense of higher power consumption.

The second mechanism used in CODA is open-loop hop-by-hop back-pressure regu-

lation. When a sink detects congestion or potential signs of congestion in the network,

it broadcasts a back-pressure message (control signal) to all its neighbors. Each node

then handles this back-pressure message depending on its own state. If the node experi-

ences congestion, it propagates the message to its neighbors and this continues until the
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back-pressure mess¿ìger re¿lches the sonrce nodes. A nocle that leceives the back-pressure

ûlessage may reduce its sencling rate or c.Ìrop data packets basecl on network policies.

The third mechanisrn ernployed in CODA is closecl-loop multi-source regulation. This

mechanisms operates over a long tirne scale, and is ca-r,pable of regulating congestiori on

multiple sources in the ttetwork, from a single sink. When congestion in the network

crosses thresholcl level. the sink initiates a control signal to ¿lll source nocles to receive

an aclcnowledgment fìorrr the sink at certain regularity or else the source nodes need to

considerably reduce their serrcling rates. This results in sink oriented selective regulatiorr

of data transmissions.

Though CODA tries to ¿rchieve congestion control, the extra messzrging requirecl in

controlling congestion fbr closecl-loop multi-source regulation leacls to higher energy con-

sumption than operr-loop hop-by-hop regulation.

The aforementionecl approaches can be roughly classlfiecl into those which achieve in-

diviclual packet reliability r-rsing packet re-transmissions, and those which try to obtain

sufficient number of pzrckets at the sink by using some kind of feedback to inform the

sensing nodes to clecrease the reporting rate. l{either of them considers the effects of

finite buffer limitations of sensing and briclging devices.

Furthermore, all those approaches either do not consider the impact of the N4AC pro-

tocol at all, or assurne the use of collision-based (and thus generally inefficient) protocols

such as CSlviA-CA. This was the motivation that leacl me to investigate the possibil-

ity of implementing wireless sensor networks using Bluetooth and its collision-free VIAC

protocol.

5.5 MAC with adaptive sleeping for Wireless Sensor

Networks

A novel sensor meclia access control protocol (S-NiAC) with adaptive sleeping for sensor

networks has been proposecl by Ye et al. in [a0]. The aim of the proposed protocols is to

conserve energy by dynamically putting the nodes into sleep. S-IVIAC also achieves good
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scalability arrd collision avoidance by utilizing a combinecl schecluling ancl conterrtion

scirerne. In order to ¿rchieve the ¿rbove st,¿rtecl factors. It is essential to iclerrtify rnain

sources th¿'Lt cause inefficient use of energy ¿rs well as the tracleoffs requirecl to recluce

energy consumption. These were the mtrjor source of energy consumptions iclentified by

the authors.

o Collision: When a transmitted peicket is lost, it has to be retransrnitted leacling

to increase in energy consr-rmptlon.

o Overhearing: There are chances of nocles picking up packets that ¿r.re destined to

other nocles.

o Control packet overhead: Sencling and receiving control statenrents consume

energy.

o Ideal listening: listening to the channel for a possible traffic

Vlost of the sensor networks are clesignecl to operate for long time. Thus, icleai listening

state is one of the major sources of power consumption in wireless sensor networks.

Measurements have shown that ideai listening consumes 50-100% of the energy required

for receiving data [40]. S-NIAC tries to recluce energy consumed for the ¿rbove mentioned

tradeoffs, in exchange to some performance reduction such as latency. The S-MAC

employs a low-duty cycle operatìon on nodes in a multihope network. For sensor networks

operating on traditional 1VIAC, the nodes are active for most of the time unless some sleep-

management techniques are employed. In case of S-MAC, the low-duty-cycle mocle is the

default mode of operation, nodes are in sleep state for most of the time and become

active only when there is traffic in the network. However, to reduce control overhead and

latency, S-N/IAC aclopts a coordinated sìeeping technique among the neighboring nodes

in the network. When there is no sensing taking place in the network, there is very little

data flow in the network. Therefore, S-VIAC lets nodes periodically sleep or else they are

idle. Although, this design reduces energy consumption, it leads to increase in latency

(sender rnust wait for the receiver to wakeup before it can transfer data).
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In the Ìr¿-Lsic scheme ernployecl by S-NtIAC, each node sleeps for sorne lirne ancl then

l,valces up zlncl listens to the netr,vork to see if ¿rrry other neighboring nocles are willing

to transmit clat¿r. During the sleep periocl, the nocle turns off its raclio ¿nd sets a timer

to awake itself later. If the network is ¿rctive ¿rncl if multiple neighbors ar.re willing to

communic¿rte sintult¿ueously whenever a node starts listening, this le¿rcls to collision ¿nd

increase in energy consuntption for retransrnission. S-VIAC follows sinrilar proceclules

used by 802.11 f'or contention ¿rvoidance [40] A cluration fielcl is insertercl into bhe

transmission packet bo inclicate how long the node must keep silent. Irr this i,vay, S-ÌVIAC

effectively ¿rclclress energy w¿rsted clue to icleal listening of the charrnel. ¿Lncl congestion

control with low-cluty-cycle operation ancl contention mechanism.



Chapter 6

Design of a Sleep Management

Algorithm

In this chapter a sleep man¿ìgenrent erlgorithm is designed based on the observations at

the sink (P1) with Pa acting ¿is the source.

6.1 Analysis of congestion with varying slaves at the

source

In the Figure 6.1, piconet 1 (Pr) acts as a sink and picone| 4 (P4) acts as the source

and other piconets (Pr, Pt, Ps, Pe) generate background traffic, where the slaves ¿lre

uniformly loadecl and are active all the time. In this experiment, the number of active

slaves at the source (Pa) are increased in steps of one and the observations at the sink

are noted. Based on these observations a sleep management algorithm is deslgned, which

regulated the amount of traffic generated in the network. Whenever there is a need to

acquire some inforrnation from the network, a query is injected at the sink (P1 in this

case). Once the query reaches the target piconet (Pa), required actions in response to the

query are performed and the collected data is sent back to the sink. Traffic model, polling

and scheduling and the implernentation details are the same as discussed in Chapter 4.
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Control signal is passed from )

Source with varyìng
number of active slaves

Figure 6.1: Wireless Sensor Network with P1 as Sink and P4 as Source

6.1.1 On reliability at the sink

their slaves active

,, \' piconet (Ù p¡.on.t ¡¡a.t., @ a,.too. O stave ttooe
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Considering reliability (defrned above as the number of clata packets required per seconcl

for reliable event detection at the sink), we can distinguish between three related concepts.

o Relative event reliability is clefined as the portion of the maximum reliability at the

sink, estimated at every ú¿ (known as the decision interval).

o Absolute event reliabilitv corresponds to the number of packets received per second

P5 P2, P3, P5, P6 Generate
Background Traffic with all

at the sink, as requestecl by the sensing application.

Finally, the desired event reliability (which is specified by the user application) is
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Figure 6.2: R.elative reliability at the sink (in percents) vs. the number of active slave in

piconet P,1.

the number of clata packets required (in %) for reliable event detection at the sink.

Initially, simulatlons were carried or-lt to explore the behavior of the relative reliability

at the sink. The piconel P4 contained a varying number of active slaves, while the

other piconets (Pr, Pt, Ps, Pa) were simply generating background traffic with all slaves

carrying uniform load. Figure.6.2 shows the relative reliability for packets sent from the

siaves in Pa rneasured at the sink as a function of number of active slaves at Pa, with

arrival rates of 0.002, 0.003, 0.004, and 0.005 packet bursts per Bluetooth slot, in all the

piconets. Other parameters were: traffic locality P¿ : 0.3, polling parameters M, : J
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(b) Packet burst arriva,l r¿rt,e of 0.003
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and M6 - 12, mean burst size of 3, slave buffer size of 30 basebancl packets, nraster buffer

size of 100 packets, arnd briclge buffer size of 40 packets.

Prom the cliagrams, I note lhat the relative reliability has a peak of 60 to 65% which

is slowly moving toward lower number of ¿rctive slaves: from about 3 in Figure. 6.2(b) to

arouncl 2 in Figtire.6.2(d). Such low values a,t the peak, ¿rs well as the clrop in reliability

beyoncl the peak, are due to lack of congestion control. Na,mely, other picotrets generate

a lot of traffic towards the sink (which is in P1); this traffic overloads the briclge buffers

along the way and reduces the relative reliability f'or traffic from Pa.

Therefore, it rnay be expected that, by controlling the number of active sl¿lves in all

the source pìconets, I carr minimize packet losses at the bridge buffers ¿rnd rn¿rximize the

relatìve reliability ¿-rt the sink. Controlling the number of ¿rctive slaves must be perrformed

by the master nocles in source piconets ¿rt the request of the sink. The sink shoulcl inform

the masters in source piconets whether lhe number of active slaves shoulcl ber increasecl or-

clecreased; the masters will then deactivate or activate sorne of their slaves accordingly.

Activatìon and deactivation rnay be accomplished by r-rnparking some parkecl slaves ancl

parking previously active slaves; an alternabive (and mtich faster) proceclure is to put

active slaves in the so-called HOLD mocle fbr a specifiecl time interval [37].

The HOLD mocle may be entered upon reqllest from either master or the slave, and

the duration of the HOLD interval is negotiated between the two. While in the HOLD

mode, the slave retains its network address, and may enter a low power mode or clo

something else - the master will not try to poll it. (In my experiments, I assume that

the slave will enter a low power mode and thus conserve energy.) Upon expiry of the

HOLD mode, the slave again begins to listen to master's transmissions, while the master

is free to poll the slave at wili. Finally, each HOLD interval is negotiatecl anew, hence it

may be adjusted to any required time interval. Because of the simplicitv and flexibility

of the procedure, I have chosen to implement the activation and deactivation of slaves

using the HOLD mode.

t'7.) t
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Figure 6.3: Characteristic regions for reliability and congestion ¿ìt the sink as a function

of number of active slaves in the P,r.

6.2 Managing reliability at the sink

58

Based on the previous conclusions drawn from Figure.6.2,I can distinguish the regions

of the (reliability, congestion) pair behavior at the sink for varying number of active

slaves in Pa, as shown in Figure. 6.3. According to the levels of congestion and reliability

at the sink, the network can be in any of the following six states: (No congestion, Low

reliabiiity), (No congestion, Desired reliability), (Vlild congestion, High reliability), (High

congestion, High reliability), (High congestion, Desired reliability), and (High congestion,

Low reliability). Taking these six (congestion, reliability) states and the corresponding

operating regions into consideration, a scheme may be devised to simultaneously execute

sleep management and congestion control, and thus accomplish reliable event detection.

Informally, the algorithm operates as follows. Initially, the exterior piconets operate

NUMBER OF ACTIVE SLAVES
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with flve active slaves, while ther interior ones operate with only three, becattse of their

higher carried lo¿rd. The clesired reliability is chosen by the Ltser, usttarlly in the range of

40 to 60%, and the rel¿-rtive leli¿ibility is perioclically caÌculatecl ¿lt the sink, once every,

say, 60s. If the value obtainecl is above 60%, congestion has occurred (regions (FIC,HR)

(HC,DR) and (HC,LR)) arncl ther number of ¿rctive slaves is recluced. Depencling on the

current number of active slave, the recluction rnay affect one or two slaves; in the latter

case, different HOLD intervals are tised f'or those slaves, one below the clecision interval

and another one above it. The number of active slaves is also reclucecl if reliability is

below 40% btit the nurnber of ¿rctive slaves is above two (region HC,LR). If the value

obtaineci is somewhat below the peak value of 60%, but not too low, the Ilumber of active

slaves is not changed.

The control aigorithm is clistributecl between the sink ¿rncl the rnasters of the source

piconets. The naster's ancl sink's algorithms are shown in Figures. 6.,1 and 6.5 respec-

tively. Whenever clata transfer from source to sink takes place, the sink periodically

calculates the relative event reliability and passes it to the rnasters in source piconets.

Once the source receives the relative event reliability from the sink a cornparison is made

with the desirecl event reliability. If relative event reliability is higher that bhe clesirecl

event relìability, the source master place two of its slaves in HOLD mocle. Once a slave

is put into HOLD mocle, it stops sending the sensed data to the source master, thereby

conserving its battery power ancl reducing congestion in the network. The slave returns

from the HOLD mode on expiration of the sleep time.

When the network experiences congestion, the data packets transferrecl from source

to sink are lost due to buffer overflow at the intermediate bridges. This overflor,v results

in a sudden drop of the relative reliability at the sink. which is talcen as the sign of

congestion and low reliability in the network. At this point of time, the relative event

reliability calculated at the sink and passed on to the source master will clrop below the

desired event reliability. Hence, the source master has to put two of its active siaves

into HOLD mode for given time, thereby reducing the load on the network and avoiding

further congestion. Once the node is put lnto the HOLD mode, it will remain in that

mode until its sleep time expires, as shown in Figure. 6.6. Once the sleep time expires,
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Al any g¡ven point of ljme Exterior Piconets (P4,
P6) can have a maximum ol 5 active slaves or
a minimum ol 1 aclive slave and the lnterior
Piconels (P2, P3, P5) can have a maximum ol
3 active slaves or a minimum ol 1 aclive slave.

RR = Relalive reliabilily
AS = Currenl number of active slaves

RR is oblained from the siok
AS is oblained from lhe correspondrng piconet.

lf lhe observed reliabilily It lhe relahve reliabilily ¡s
is grealer lhan lhe less then the requrres
requires reliability reliabrlity

Assign number of
aclive slaves lo l

These are the possible reg¡ons
the network can take place

(Nc, LR), (Nc, DR), (Mc, HR),
(HC, HR), (HC, LR)

Slave id = AS + 1
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Gives the id ol the first slave Gives lhe id of the second

lo be put to sleep slave to be pul to sleep

Slave_sleep_l¡me = Short_sleep

Assigns a short sleep lime Assigns a Longer sleep lime
tor the corresponding slave lor the correspondiñg slave

Slave_id gives lhe id ol the
slave to be put to sleep

lfRR<40&AS>2High
Coñqestion and low reliabilitv

rfRR<40&AS<=2
No congestion bul low
reliabiIly

Figure 6.4: Algorithm to calculate

portion.

Pass lhe set sleep time to

lhe corresponding slave

Slave id = AS + 2

SIave_sleep_time = Long_sleep

the number of active slaves in source piconet - master

AS gives the number of slaves
to be active in piconet 4
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TPS = Total Packets Sent
from a piconet
TPR = Total Packets
Received from a piconet

Start the clock
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RR=(TPR/TPS)-100

Figure 6.5: Algorithm to caiculate the number of active slaves

portion.

lF Clock greater

than 60 secends

Calculate the
Relative Reliability

Reset the Clock

The Relative Reliability
(RR ) is passed to the
correspondìng piconet

in source piconet - sink
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[,

Start the

Slave sleep time

Slave id and sleep time

are the inputs form the

Master

Slave_sleep_time

Slave is pushed into hold mode

and the sleep timer is turned on

Figure 6.6: Activ¿r,tion of slaves from HOLD mode

the slave starts collecting dat¿r ancl is reacly to be polled.

Table 6.1 gives one measured trace from the simulator in orcler to illilstrate the sleep

regulation technique. As before, I apply the sleep management to only one piconet, P.¡

in this case.

Initially & has frve active slaves, and the desired reliability is any value between 40-

60Y0, say, 60%. At first check, relative reliability of 55% is measured, and the regulation

algorithm makes no change to the current number of active slaves at Pa. At second check,

relative reliability has increased to 64T0, which is above than the desired reliability. As the

number of active slaves is four, this is interpreted as the sign of congestion coming from

Pa, and the number of active slaves is reduced by two. At third check, relative reliability

has increased to 75% and the number of active slaves is 3. Hence, tv/o more slaves are

put to sleep. In the fifth measurement I observe that one slave is put into HOLD mocle,

Stay in the hold mode till

the sleep time expires
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Table 6.1: Sirnuiator trace for P,r.
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whlle another one has returned from the HOLD mocle. In this way the control aigorithm

regulates the relative reliability observed at the sink for a source piconet.

Though the clesigned sleep management algorithm is not scalable, which is based on

the heuristic values obtained by varying lhe number of active slave ¿rt P+ and observing

the event reliability lor Pa at the sink. However, the concept of pr-rtting the slaves into

HOLD mocle reduces congestion and power consumption in the clesigned network.
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Chapter 7

Evaluation of Sleep Management

Algorithm

In this chapter the clesignecl sleep management algoritlim is applied to the r,vhole sensor

network shown belorv. Later, an analysis of the sleep management algorithrrr in control-

ling congestion ¿rncl polver consumption in the network is made.

7.L Sensor network with power controlled piconets

In the Figure 7.1, piconet 1 (P1) acts as a sink and piconets (Pz, Ps, P+, Ps, Pa) acts as

the source. All the source piconets are equipped with the sleep management zr,lgorithm

discussed in Chapter 6. Initially pìconets Pa and P6 have five active slaves and piconets

Pz, Ps, P5 have 3 active slaves. In the below shown model all the source piconets transfer

the sensed data packets to the sink via various intermediate piconets. The sirrk rneasures

the relative reliability for each piconet for every 60s and a comparison is nrade with the

desired reliability. Based on this comparison a control signal is generated and propagated

back to the corresponding source piconet to put one or two of its slave nocles to Hold

mode or not. Tra,ffic moclel, polling and scheduling and the implementation details are

the same as discussed in Chapter 4.
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P1 acting as
Sink
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Figure 7.1: Wireless Sensor Network with power controllecl piconets

7.2 Implementation details:

Sleep Management Polocy

', ,, Piconet (Ð Piconet Master (ù atios" O slave trlooe

P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6 acting as Source equipped with

6l't

In order to study the perfornlance of the proposed network architecture working on Blue-

tooth technology) a sensor network has been simulated making use of Artifex simulation

software. Artifex is a Petri Net-based simulation engine cleveloped by Artis Software Inc.

used for discrete-event systems moclelling [13]. I choose to use Artifex for its effective-

ness in event-driven systems modelling and analysis. Furthermore) Artifex allows users

to graphically model a system, build simulators, and prototype a network. It comes with

graphical modelling language tools that use object-based concepts. C or C++ code ,,vill

be used to create the moclels describing the operations. Artifex allows significant reduc-
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tions in systems cleveloprnent time ancl provicles a fast and reli¿ible valiclation of system

behavior alncl operartions. Readers interestecl in in-depth clet¿rils of sirnulating a sensor

network nsing Artifex can go throtigh the Appendix.

7.3 Performance of sleep management algorithm

7.3.I Observations related to Relative and Ab¡solute Reliability

at the sink

Simul¿rtions were carried out to explore the behavior of the relative relinbility observed

at the sink for each source piconeb r,vhen the sleep management scherne is appliecl in the

entire sc:¿rtternet. Figure. 7.2 presents the relative reliabìlity observecl ¿rt the sink for

packets sent fiom slaves in P4 (which is an exterior piconet) f'or packet ¿rrrlval rates of

0.002, 0.003, 0.004 and 0.005 packet burst arrival rates per Bluetooth tirrre slot. All other

parameters were set to the same values as before. Since z'r,ll piconets operate under the

sleep mantlgement scheme, the relative reliability at the sink is rnuch higher than in the

case when only one piconet uses the scheme, shown in Figure. 6.2; the pet-rk value exceeds

95% under a wide range of packet arrival rates. Note that the reliability peak is reached

with only one active slave per piconet, and that the reduction irr reliabilitv is fairly milcl

r,vhen the number of active slaves increases.

Figure. 7.3 presents the anaiogous dependency, only this time the relative reiiability

corresponds to packets sent to the sink from slaves in P2, which is an interior piconet.

Since the same congestion control mechanism is used in al1 the piconets, the shape of the

dependencies is almost icientical to those from the previous set of diagrams.

In orcler to calcuiate the dispersion of the relative reliability, its mean, variance and

standarcl deviation are calculated for the data in Figures. 7.2 and 7.3. I note that the

increase in arrival rate leads to a decrease in mean value ancl an increase in variance,

which may be used to indicate serious congestion. Figure. 7.6 shows the development of

the number of active slaves in Pa over time including the warm-up period of the simulator

(more on the warm-up period is given in the Appendix).

bb
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Table 7.1:

P+ ancl Pz

7. EvnluarioN oF- Sr,nop iVIaruacBvrENT ALGoRrrHx/r

N4ean, Variance ¿rnd Standard Deviation for rel¿-rtive reliability at bhe sink for

over a given periocl of tirne.

Interval Piconet Packet burst

arrival rate

1

2

.f

4

DLt

P4

P,

DLI

1

2

t
L)

4

0.002

0 003

0.004

0 005

Dt2

P2

P2

Dt2

N4ean Variance Standard

Deviation

Figures. 7.4 and 7.5 show absolute reliability observecl ¿r,t the sink, for packets orig-

inating from slaves in piconets P+ and P2, respectively. At lower packet burst arrival

rates, the absolute reliability is monotonically increasing function of the number of sla.ves.

While this result cliffers from the corresponding dependencies of relative reliability from

F igures. 7.2 and 7.3, one should keep in mincl that the sleep management scherne has

been designed with the goal of maintaining the reLati,ue reliability, not its absolute coun-

terpart, within certain limits. Of course, congestion control could be designecl lhe other

way around, i.e., by specifying the desired absolute reliability and trying to achieve it
with the highest possible relative reliability, which translates into the lowest number of

active slaves in source piconets.

Figure 7.6 represents the number of active slaves in Pa over a period of time. By ana-

Lyzing the figure I notice that the sleep management algorithm tries to put the slaves into

HOLD mode, thereby reducing the traffic pumped into the network, reducing congestion

and power consumption in the network, increasing the relative and absolute reliability

at the sink.
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7.3.2 Packet loss at the bridge buffers

Figure 7.6: Fluctu¿rtions of the number of active slaves for P4

Another sign of congestion (zincl. bv extension, decrease in reliability) is the increase in

packet loss rates at the br-icige buffers. I have measurecl packet loss rates in the designecl

scatternet r-ising the same setup ¿rs above: the sink was in piconet P¡, the clesired reliability

has been set to 60%, packet burst arrival rate was set to 0.005 (bursts per Bltietooth tirne

slot), bridge residence tirne set bo one piconet cycle, and poiling parameters for sLaves

arrcl bridges were I[, :3 arrcl A[b:12, respectively. Ho'uvever, in order to get better

irrsight, I have varied the traffic iocality probability in the range P¿ :0.3..0.8 ancl bridge

buffer size in the range 8 . . 20.

Packet losses at the buffers of briclges B+, Bs, Bi and 83 are shown in Figure. 7.7.

Because of the symmetry of the rietwork, Ba and Be exhiblt sirnilar packet loss rates; I

note that packet losses become significant for high inter-piconet traffic (i.e., with PL:0.3
and lower) which is characteristic of sensor networks. Similar conclusions hold for packet

loss rates at the buffers of interior' bridges 81 and 83 (which carry the clata from Pa,

Pa, Pz and P3 to P1), shown in Figures. 7.7(c) and 7.7(d). Since 81 and 83 carry data

packets from two piconets each, the loss of data packets at these bridges are higher when

compared to Ba and Bs. I observe that under a realistic locality probability of P¿:9.3,
buffers sizes of 12 packets or more suffice to keep the packet loss very low; this offers

substantial advantage over the value of 40 or more which is necessary in the network

lItil tì

lriil

iti|i
ilr

40 60 ao 100 120 140
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Packet burst arrival rate : 0.005.

without sleep management [29].

7.3.3 End-to-trnd Delay
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Finally, end-to-end packet delays for traffic frorr P6 to P1 and ftom P3 to P1, are shown

in Figures.7.8(a) anci 7.8(b), respectively. Both queuing and transmission clelays are

taken into consideration to calculate end-to-end delays. In this câs€, P¿ l,vas varied in the

range 0.3 . . 0.8 and packet burst arrival rates \Mere in the range 0.00i . . 0.006. Since the

interior piconets have more bridges than exterior ones, their carried load is higher, and

(d) Briclge Buffer l)rop Rate in

To lor B3
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(a) End-to-E¡rcl clerl¿ws lrorrr P¡;

to Pr

Figure 7.8: End-to-End clelzr,ys from

Packet length : 5, Slave Buffer Size

:40.

so are the delays.

7.3.4 Throughput:

Throughput for a piconet is clefined as the rate at which the sensecl dzrta packets c¿r,n

be sent and receivecl through that piconet, measured in bits per seconcl. Through-

put is obtainecl by varying the slave parameter M. : 4,6 ..14 and arrival rates À :
0.001,0.002..0.01 packet burst arrival rate per Bluetooth time slot. Figures 7.9 repre-

sents fhe throughput, for Pa and Pz before applying the sleep management algorithrn and

Figures 7.10 represents the throughput f.or Pa ancl P2 after applying the sleep malnage-

ment algorithm.

From the figures I observe that, for Figure 7.9 as the arrival rate increases the through-

put increases, ancl rea,ches saturation for packet brirst arrival rates of 0.006,0.007. .0.01.

However, after applying the sleep management algorithrn Pa and Pz exhibits lower

throughput for higher packet burst arrival rates as shown in Figure 7.10. Hence, I con-

clude that by applving sleep management algorithm for the source piconets we can de-

crease the amount of traffic generated and thereby reduce congestion, power consurnption

and end-to-end delays in the network.

P6 to Pl and P3 bo P1 with M,, : 15, Burst size :3,
: 30, Vlaster Buffer Size : 100, Briclge Buffer size

(b) Encl-to-trncl delays fì'om P3

lo P¡
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Chapter 8

Algorithm to Maintain Fixed

Reliability at the Sink

In this char,pter a seconcl sleep management algorithm is introducecl. This algorithm

maintains the required (fixed) absolute event reliability at the sinh using rninimal slave

activity ¿rt the source. It uses pre-calcnlatecl activity values obtainecl from the analytical

ancl simulation moclels of the network based on which the sleep tirne of the slaves is

calculatecl. The algorithm is analyzecl for the absolute event reliabilitv observed at the

sink.

8.1 Maintaining fixed reliability at the sink

Let us assume that 1/o piconets are reporting the sensing information to the master in

sink piconet. Piconets are indexed by index i : | . . Nr, and each piconet P¿ has m¿

ordinary slaves (i.e., slaves without the bridging function). The upper limit of reliability

of sensed information is determined by the piconet capacity. If five-slot packets are

used and there is no downlink data traffic (which, in fact, is needed to carry controi

information), the maximum absolute reliability ts R^o. : 7l(T + 5T) :266 packets

per second, where T :625¡-ls is the duration of Bluetooth time slot. In practice, the

maximum achievable number will be lower, due to the losses at the bridges and presence

of downlink traffic needed to sencl queries and control information. In many cases it wìll
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Packet Drop in % 15
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Bridqe & Slave Buffer Losses

Figure 8.1: Bloclting proba.bilitv vs. offerecl loa,cl, at the slaves rn P2 ancl Pr ¿rrrcl the

briclges 81 ancl Ba

suffice to maintairi the reliability at some application-definecl level A; assuming uniform

conditions, the absolute reliability to be contributecì by each piconet is A¿ : RlNp.

We also need to estirnate packet losses at the slave ancl bridge buffers. The bridge

loss rate is a function of totzr,l piconet load, briclge load, bridge polling pzrrameter M6,

slave polling pararneter ,V1, and bridge buffer size. In case the topologv is flxecl ancl the

polling parameters are known, we may assume that the bridge loss rate depencls on the

bridge packet arrival rate and total piconet load. In the topology shown in Figure. 7.1,

the bridge loss rate mzry be approximated with Pb,¡: KiBLÀ6,,, where B is the average

burst size, L is the packet size in slots, Ào,, is the burst arrival rate towarcls the briclge

and K¿ is the proportionality constant. N4easured valties of blocking probabilities are

shown in Figure. 8.1.

Therefore, the sink can calculate losses from source piconets and communic¿r.te them

to source piconets in order to adjust the slaves' activities. Of course, these losses should

not be too high- say, Llp to a few percent-otherwise the network is operating in the

congestion regime, in which case it is better to partition it into sections with separate

(and differerrt) sinks, and thus avoid congestion. When losses along the path are known,

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.006
Packet burst arrival rate
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the source piconet can c:ontpensate for the

Finally, absolute reliability has to be transformed into the average number of active

slaves per piconet. Nle¿in number of packets contributecl by the slzrve per second is

A, : À B I T , while the mean number of active slaves per piconet is

Dt_I L, -

losses by sc;aling

R¿

lIo,",poth(1 - Pr.,)

Procedure LONG : rnernaging the long activity periocl.

its absolute reliability io

Data: a, b, m¿

Result: initial vah-re of lhe short activity management counber C"

begin

, R,,T
1l-'

1\ê 1 
- AB

ifa(öthen

7B

puí m¿ - 1 most recently usecl slaves to HOLD mode for bT, seconds;

remaining slave shoulcl be active for aT- seconcls;

else

(8 l)

prú m¿ - til most recently active slaves to sleep f.or bT,;
among [f I rernaining sìaves, activate lf .] least recently used slaves for next

07, seconds ;

the remaining slave ^9* should be active for (ø mocl ó)?, seconds ;
I

9

10

11

end

Cr:amOdÖ;
end

(8 2)
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The rnea,n value of Á".¿ slt-r,ves at zrny givelr tìme can be obtainecl in the following

manner: assume that ,4",¿ is a rational number: Ar,i.: f where ø, Ò are integers. Further,

assume that the activity control process consists of basic tirne units 7, when the slave

can be put in HOLD state. (Note that T" should be rnuch larger ttr¿rn Bluetooth bime

slot; in this work, we assulne that 7" is one second.) Then, a units of activity have

to be executecl by the slaves over every ö time units. Let us clenote the long ¿rctivity

managemerrt periocl rvith ö7", ¿r,ncì the short activity managemerit periocl with 7,.

Procedure SHORT: rnanaging the short activity period.
Data: C"

begin1

2

4

tt

7

I

ifC">0then
II c,:c,-r

else if C, :0 then

Cr:Cr-l;
pirt slave S* to HOLD fbr (ö - ¿ mod ó)2, seconcls ;

end

end

Within the long activity management period, we try to minimize the number of slaves

needed to accomplish this activity requirement. In effect, this is an atternpt to minimize

the protocol overhead since the slaves will sleep in the HOLD mocle ¿rncl this has to be

negotiated; the less negotiatìon we undertake, the more efficient the protocol becomes.

During the short management cycles, we will try to balance the utilization of various

slaves in order to extend the battery life of each slave. Aclclitionally, feedback from the

sink can be communicated to the source piconets in order to slightlv decrease or increase

the average number of active slaves, which will result in decrementing or incrementing

the value of ø.

In this mannel', \Me are able to maintain the reliability at the sink at lhe desired level.

The entire procedure is shown in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: N,l¿rintairring the fixecì reliability at the sink
Data: tot¿ll event reliability at the sink Æ, scatternet topology, 1y'0,

mi, i: I.. Np, pzr,cket burst ¿rrrival rate À per slave, mean burst size E
begint

4

6

7

8

I

10

11

72

13

t4

L5

16

L7

L8

19

20

for eaclr. piconet P, do

estimate event relir,rbility Ä¿ ;

estimate load through outgoing bridges ;

estimate packet loss through each bridge ;

estimate total packet loss towarcls the sink ;

recalculate Al;

flncl ,4",¿ , a, b ;

Co:0;
after e'uery 7,,

80

Co: Coll
rnanagen'Lent of long acti'u'ity period ;

if (Co mod ö -- 0) then
I

I call LONG ;

end

management o.f shor-t acti,ui,ty period ;

call SHORT ;

seconds do

;

end

end

end
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No of AS in P4

(a) Number of act,ivc sl¿lves over time.

Figure 8.2: Vlean number of ¿rctive slaves ancl absolute reli¿rbility at the sink, for pi-rckets

fiom slaves in Pn

In order to valiclale this algorithm, we have performed simulation experiments r,vith

the required event reliability of 20 packets per seconcl ¿rt the sink from all the source

piconets(2O packets/5 piconets:4 packets/Sec from e¿-rch source piconet). Packet burst

arrival rate for each slave, when active, was set to À:0.001. Once the slaves are put to

HOLD mode, they rem¿lin in that mode till their sleep time expires. In this simulation

the long activity period was set to 10s and the short activity period may have any value

between I and 10s. The reliability requirement was rr.¿ì,pped into bridge packet burst

arrival rates and losses through the bridges v/ere estimated as 3Yo for B,¡ ancl 5% for

81, respectively. Then the source piconet transmission rates were set to 4.3 packets per

second for Pa,P5, and P6 and 4.2I packet per second from P2 and Ps. The resulting

activity of the slaves in piconet Pa and P2 ancl their ¿rbsolute reliability observed at the

sink are shown in Figures 8.2 and 8.3; as can be seen, the algorithm manages to maintain

the mean value of absolute reliability around the desired value, while the number of active

slaves is minimized.

Figure 8.4 shows the total absolute event reliability observed at the sink for the source

piconets (Pr, Ps, P+, Ps, P6) for the above specifiecl arrival rate and the required event

reliability. Prom the Figure v/e can analyze that the absolute event reliability observed
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Figure 8.3: lVlean nuniber of ¿r,ctive slaves and absolute reliability at the sink, for pzrckets

frorn slaves in P2.

at the sink fluctuates ¿'u'ouncl the required event reliability. The fìuctuation in absolute

event reliability observecl ¿rt tl-re sinh are the results of the bransmisslon clelays ancl the

qi-reuing delays at various briclges frorn sotirce to sink. Figures S.2(a) nncl 8.3(a) gives the

nurnber of active slaves fluctuating over a period of time f.or Pa erncl P2. For the above

given inputs (requirecl event reliability of 20 ancl Packet burst ¿rrrival rate À : 0.001)

ancl after iakÌng the packet loss rates for each piconet into corrsicleration. the sink has

calctrlated 1 slave to be active in Pa and P2 and the short activity period was calculated

as 9s. Hence, by both the Figures 8.2(a) and 8.3(a) we can observe that 4 slaves in P.1

and 2 slaves in P2 are placed on Hold for the whole 10s (long activity period) and one

slave ls active for only 9s (Short activity period).
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Chapter I

Conclusion

The focus of this lhesis was to recluce congestion and power consumption in a Bluetooth
based sensor network. In order to analyze the behavior of a sensor nebwork ancl the

effect of congestion on it, a Bluetooth-basecl wireiess sensor network has been simulated

and tested in the absernce of congestion control algorittrms. The simulatecl network is

of triangular topology consisting of six sensing piconets with all the nocles ecluipped

with finite buffers. Each piconet has a master ancl three slaves and the piconets a,re

interconnectecl with briclges. The interior piconets have z1 briclges when cornparecl to
that of 2 in the exterior piconets. I have considered scatternet operating urrder i,v¿r,lk-in

bridge scheduling, in which the masters poll both orclinary slaves and briclges using the
E-limited polling scherne. The simulated network was tested by altering various f¿rctors

such as packet burst arrival rates, bridge buffer and slave buffer sizes, probability locality,
M, and M¡, and BRT. The obtained results show the clependence of data packet drop
rates and data packet clelays on the size of different buffers; Iarger btiffers lead to recluced

drop rates and increased delays. I have also shown that both delays and packet drop
rates are critically dependent on the aggregate load of incliviclual piconets; a piconet with
too heavy load will exhibit inordinately high drop rates and high delays. The simulations
were aiso carried out to analyze the effect of BRT over the network ancl from the obtained
results it was clear the lower values of BRT results in lower data packet losses and lower

packet deìays.

After analyzing the simulated network, a need for congestion control and power man-

agement was identifiecl to minimize the povier consumption and the packet losses at the

bridges. In order to analyze the effect of number of active slaves at the source piconet

for the observed event reliability at the sink, simulations were carried out by varying the
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number of active slaves at the source piconet. The exterior piconets rvere equippercl rvith
five sensing slaves. P1 zrct,ecl as sirrk while Pa acted as soLtrce ¿ncl the rest of lhernr were

need to generate backgrourrcl traffic towarcls the sink with ¿ill bheir slaves active. Froul
the obtainecl results a relitLbility/congestion graph was clra,,vn and by analyzirrg the g^rziph

it tvas clear that the congestic¡n and power consumption in the netr,vork can be rechrcecl by

dynamically altering the ttttmber of active slaves at the source. Two sleep man¿ìgernent

algorithms were developecl zrncl tr,pplied to the above clescribed Bluetooth basecl sensor

network. In this case P1 wzrs trssigttecl as the sink and Pz, Pz, Pn, P, ancl P6 were assignecl

¿rs the source. AII the solrrce piconets were equippecl with the sleep management aigo-

rithm. Both algorithms ¿rre basecl on sleep scheduling of Bltietooth slaves ancl the HOLD
mocle was used as the po\,ver saving mode. The first algorithm keeps the whole netr,vork

within the acceptable rzinge of packet losses tising the minirnal slave activity. In this case

source piconets use the infbrmation measured at the sink in order to regulate the ¿rctiv-

ity of the slaves. The seconcl algorithm m¿rintains the reciuired (fixecl) event reliability
at the sink using minimal sl¿rve activity. It uses pre-calculatecl activity values obt¿rinecl

from the analytical and sirnulation models of the network. The power controllecl piconets

within the sensor scatternet were tested for the event reiizrbility obtained at the sink, the
bridge buffer loss rates, the end-to-end delays and the throughput. After i-rnalyzing the
obtained results I conclucle lhat the clesigned sleep mana,gement algorithms signific:rntly
reduce congestion) power consumption, source-to-sink clelays, while maintaining a crontrol

on the observed event reliability and minimizing packet losses clue to finite buffers irr the
bridge nodes.
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Appendix A

Simulating a Scatternet actitrg as a
Sensor Network

Artifex simulation models are basecl on coi.orecl, tirnecl Petri Nets in r,vhich tokens are

arbitrary user-defined clata structures, and transitions may optionally cont¿rin priority

information ancl enabling predicates. I will omit the basic operation of the Petri Nets;

the interestecl reader can consult any among the many books ancl tntorials averilable,

such as [32]. Further cletails about the operatiorr of the Artifex simulatiorr engine can be

found in the corresponding user manuals.

Before clescribing the simulator in more cletail, Iet me once again clescribe the sensing

scatternet acting as a sensor network simulatecl in this thesis. The sensing scatternet

consists of six piconets interconnected through bridges operating in ¿r, w¿rlk-in fashìon,

as shown in Figure 4.1. AÌthough such a symmetric topology is unlikely in practice,

it can nevertheless serve as a'stress test'setup in r,vhich the perforrrance of sensing

scatternets under E-limited polling and walk-in bridge scheduling, as well ¿-rs the impact

of the congestion and power consumption, can be readily assessed.

Due to the symmetry of the topology, each of the'exterior'piconets 1, 4, and 6

will behave in an identical manner, as is the case with the 'interior' piconets 2, 3, and

5. The interior piconet have three ordinary slaves and the exterior piconets have five

ordinary sl.aves. These slaves generate traffic toward other slaves ìn the same piconet
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Figure 4.1: Sintulator top level: SCATTERNET with piconet and bridge classes and

auxiliary structures for measurements.

with the probabilitv of. P¿, and toward slaves in any other piconet with the probability

(1- Pt)15. In the sensing scatternet P1 acts as the sink and the rest of them act as the

source piconets, transferring the sensed data to the sink. On the other hancl the sink

tries to regulate the number of active slaves in the sollrce piconets to reduce congestion

and power consumption the network.

In case of nonadjacent piconets, the inter-piconet traffic is routed through the shortest

path. When two such paths exist (e.g., traffic from piconet P5 to piconet P1 may go

through P2 or P3), traffic is split evenly between those paths. Each master polls its

slaves in a fixed cyclical sequence, using E-limited polling.
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This logical topology is modelled through the Artif'ex simulation model sho,,vn in

Figure 4.1. The entire moclel cont¿rins a number of such classes, each of r,vhich cont¿rins

places, transitions, ancl zrrcs r,vhich connect them, as r,vell as the instances of other classes.

The hierarchicai stmcture of the model allows for easy clevelopment of sophisticätecl

tnocleJ.s, lhrough simple repeatecl clecomposition into logical submoclels. For example, the

top level (SCATTERNET) class contains a number of n¿imecì instances of the PICONET

class and a number of n¿rmecl lnstances of the BRIDGE class. (Note th¿-rt the cl¿lsses ¿rre

shown as rectangles with clor-rble lines.) As there are no globzll r'¿rriables in Artifex nioclels,

all corntnunication must be perfonned by token passing, ancl ¿r,ll information is cont¿rinecl

within the appropriate token clata structures. This f¿-r,cilitates both cleveloprnerit ¿:¡ncl

validation of such mociels.

Figure 4.2: Simulator: PICONET class with master and slaves.
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Adclitional places ¿rnd arcs perform activities related to simul¿.rtion man¿ì.gement ancl

measurement. Places shor,vn in clouble lines ¿rre the so-called input places; by convention,

iriput places can accept tokens from ontsicle the class instance. Places with an irrscribecl

triangle are output places, whic:h ¿rre a notational convenience zls they clon't cont¿r,in as

token queue - instead, theìr incorning arcs are directly connected Lo places outsicle of the

class they belong to.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the structure of the PICONET ¿rnci BRIDGE classes, re-

spectively. As c¿rn be seen, the PICONET class contains instances of the IVIASTER and

SLAVE cì.asses, the structure of which is shown in Figures 4.4 ancl 4.5 respectively.

Although the stmcture of the N,{ASTER class is nontrivial, the inclusion of more sophis-

ticated aspects can be accomplished quite simply in most cases. For example, aclding

other polling schemes (insteacl of the E-limited scheme) requires a simple moclification

to a single t,ransition in Figure 4.6.

Since the simulator operates ¿-r,t the VIAC level, the time unit in all sirnulations is the

basic time slot of the Bluetooth cloclc, T :0.625ms. This is the basic time interval unit

to which all a,ctivities at the NIAC level are synchronized.

I note that the simuiator contains no plovisions to moclel noise ancl interference at

the PHY level. All simulations were set to run for a predefined number of time slots in

two steps, as follows. The first step, the time interval of ?s time slots, is usecl to 'warm

up' the sirnttlator so as to avoicl measuring any transient effects. When this interval

ends, all the measurement variables are reset, and the simulator is run for a predefined

measurement interval of. T*. Since both time intervals are Llser clefined, fine control

of simulator operation can be achieved with ease. In our measurements, warm up ancl

measurement times were set to 288,0007 and 960,0002, which correspond to three and

ten minutes of real time, respectively.

Each slave generates packets in bursts with geometrically distributed burst sizes with

a mean value of E : 3 packets. This corresponds to the case where the traffic to be
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transportecl over Bluetooth links is generatecl ancl consumed by the applications mnning

on Bluetooth (ancl other) devices. This tr¿.¡ffic will be formatted as a slream of packets

(or protocol clata units, PDUs) conforming to the rules of the protocol used by the

application. In most practical cases, that protocol will belong to the ubic¡-ritous TCP/IP

family [21].

Longer application packets have, then, to be repackaged or segmented ínto Bluetooth

packets, with appropriate administrative information added to the Bluetooth packet

headers. At the receiving device, the complementary reassemblg operation will take piace.

An example of such a segmentation approach is the Bluetooth Network Encapsulation

Protocol, or BNEP [9] Al1 devices are assumed to use the same segmentation/reassembly

Figure 4.3: Simulator: portion of the stluctnre of the BRIDGE class.
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protocol, therefore the rnean burst size has the same vaLue for al1 devices.

It should be noted that the Bluetooth specification cloes not discuss any routing

scheme; in fact, routing rnust be performed at the higher layers of the Bluetooth protocol

stack. On account of that, I have implemented addressing ancl routing through a simple

hard-wired scherne.

-LÞl L: PÅtKEI

Figure 4.4: Sirnulator: stlucture of the VIASTER class.
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Five-slot packets of the DH5 type with a 341 byte payload are used throughout the

simulation [37]. Note that the current version of the standard allows for packets with

larger information ci-rrrying capacity, such as the so-called 2DH5, which will put even

more strain on device buffers ancl lead to increased packet blocking. However, I have

chosen not to inclucle those packets since they do not differ conceptually from the more
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comûton DH5 ones, so that the obtained results hold - after scaling to accommodate the

different capacity of such packets, of course. Furthermore, there are few, if any, BÌuetooth

devices capable of supporting the new packet types as yet.

The piconet and the bridge was designed and implemented by K. L. Chan. Chan

was a former VISc student of Dr. J. lVIiSió at Hong Kong University of Science and

Technology, China. iVlaking use of this piconet and bridge a Bluetooth scatternet of

triangular topology with finite buffers was designed, simulated and analyzed by me.

Later this Bluetooth scatternet i,vas incorporated with sensors network functionalities

and analyzed for congestion in the network. Based on these results, congestion control

algorithms were designed, simulated and analyzed.

Figur-e 4.5: Simulalor: structure of the SLAVE class.
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Figure 4.6: Polling cliscipline.


